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RESEARCH MEMORANDUM 
1. COMBUSTION CHARACTERISTICS OF HYDROGEN 
By Andrew E. Potter, Frank E. Belles, and Isadore L. Drell 
Introduction 
The chemistry of the hydrogen flame is comparatively well understood. 
Much more is known about the reaction between hydrogen and oxygen than 
the reactions between hydrocarbons and oxygen. However, the science of 
combustion has not advanced far enough to make possible prediction of 
the combustion properties of hydrogen from this knowledge. The combus-
tion properties must be measured. Fortunately, the hydrogen flame has 
received considerable attention from experimenters, and much is known 
about it . From the wealth of information available, just a few items of 
practical interest are discussed here. Reference 1 gives an extensive 
review of the combustion properties of hydrogen, and it is recommended 
that the reader see reference 1 for a detailed discussion. 
The material discussed here is divided into three parts: (1) 
"transient" combustion properties, which have to do with starting and 
stopping the flame, for example, ignition and blowoff; (2) the steady 
flame, in particular, the burning velocity; (3) the possibility of 
shortening combustors designed for hydrogen fuel. 
"Transient" Combustion Properties 
Flammability range. - The range of fuel concentrations which will 
support a flame (refs. 1 and 2) is shown in figure 1. For comparison, 
the flammable range for JP-4 fuel is also shown. The striking feature 
of hydrogen that is demonstrated is the wide range of fuel concentration 
that will support a flame. The limits of flammability are substantially 
independent of pressure, provided the apparatus used for the measurement 
is not so small as to quench the flame at low pressures. If a hydrogen 
flame is allowed to propagate for some distance inside a tube, the flame 
will turn into a detonation . Detonations in hydrogen-air mixtures can 
also be initiated by shock waves from explosions. The concentration 
range for detonation is from 18 .2 to 58.9 percent hydrogen by volume 
(ref . 1). 
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Spar k ignition energy . - Figure 2 shows the mlnlmum amount of energy 
a spark must have in order to ignite a combustible mixture which has the 
composition indicated On the abscissa in terms of equivalence ratio (ref. 
3, pp. 412 and 414) . (The equivalence ratio is the fuel-air ratio divided 
by the stoichiometric fuel -air ratio.) Data at 1 atmosphere for hydrogen 
and a typical petroleum hydrocarbon fuel (propane) are shown in this 
figure . The principal point of interest is the fact that a spark needs 
only one-tenth the energy to i gnite a hydrogen-air mixture that it needs 
to ignite a hydrocarbon-air mixture. Because so little spark energy is 
required to ignite hydrogen, precautions for avoiding static electrical 
sparks by grounding equipment must be strictly observed when handling 
hydrogen . 
Spontaneous ignition temperature . - The spontaneous ignition tempera-
ture depends largely on the experimental technique used to measure it. This 
is true for all fuels. For hydrogen it is possible to specify a maximum 
safe temperature at atmospheric pressure of about 9500 F. This is con-
s iderably h igher than that for most hydrocarbons, which have spontaneous 
ignition temperatures ranging from 4000 to 6000 F . As pressure decreases, 
the ignition temperature for most hydrocarbons increases. Hydrogen be-
haves in the opposite manner; as pressure decreases, the ignition tem-
perature decreases. At very l ow pressures ignition may occur at tempera-
tures approaching 7000 F. Figure 3 shows the temperature to which a 1/4-
inch-diameter rod must be heated to cause ignition plotted against flow 
velocity for a typical hydrocarbon and for hydrogen (ref. 4) . The igni-
tion temperature for hydrogen is less than that for the hydrocarbon. 
Furthermore} the ignition temperature of hydrogen is not affected much 
by the velocity of flow. In view of these effects of pressure and flow 
velocity on ignition temperature, it is not surprising that hydrogen 
ignites spontaneously in the afterburner . 
Quenching distance . - A flame can be extinguished by forcing it to 
propagate near cold solid walls which withdraw heat from it. A measure 
of the flame ' s resistance to being extinguished by cooling is the quenching 
distance . Figure 4 shows quenching distances at a pressure of 1 atmos-
phere for a typ ical hydr ocarbon and hydrogen (ref . 3) . The quenching 
distance is the distance between two parallel walls which will just allow 
a flame to pass between them. The smaller the quenching distance, the 
greater the resistance of the flame to being extinguished by cooling. 
The quenching distance for hydrogen is a little less than one-third the 
quenching distance for the hydrocarbon (fig. 4), which shows that the 
hydrogen flame i s more resistant to heat loss than the hydrocarbon flame. 
This is true in spite of the high thermal conductivity of hydrogen-air 
mixtures, because of the high rate and low activation energy of the 
chemical reaction between hydr ogen and oxygen . 
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Blowoff. - The way of extinguishing a flame that is of primary in-
terest to the combustor and afterburner designer is the blowoff of a flame 
stabilized behind a flameholder . Figure 5 shows a sketch of a flame 
stabilized behind a flameholder. 
Many theories have been proposed for the mechanism of stabilization 
of flames by flameholders. One of the simplest, and for that reason 
perhaps the best, is that of Zukoski and Marble. According to them, the 
cool unburned gases are continuously ignited as they flow past the hot 
combustion products recirculating behind the flameholder. The time of 
contact between the hot burned gas and the cold unburned gas is inversely 
proportional to the flow velocity . When the velocity increases, this 
contact time decreases. When the velocity becomes too high, the contact 
time is too short to permit ignition, and the flame blows out. Very 
little is known about the contact time required for ignition. In a 
qualitative sense, it seems that there should be some connection between 
this time and the ignition delay, which is the time required for ignition 
to take place after a combustible mixture has been heated. Ignition delays 
for a typical hydrocarbon (isooctane) and for hydrogen (refs. 5 and 6) 
are compared in figure 6. The results shown are ignition delays in the 
presence of a flame; the equivalence ratio is unknown. The ignition de-
lay for hydrogen is much less than the ignition delay for the hydrocarbon. 
Then, on the basis of Zukoski and Marble's mechanism, the blowoff veloc -
ity for hydrogen should be much greater than for a hydrocarbon. This is 
the case, as is shown in figure 7; the blowoff velocity for hydrogen 
flames is about an order of magnitude greater than for the hydrocarbon 
flame (ref. 7). The difference is especially impressive at very low 
pressures. Thus, hydrogen flames can be stabilized in combustors and 
afterburners at very severe flow conditions. 
The Steady Flame 
The most important property of the steady flame is the burning veloc -
ity. Burning velocities for hydrogen and a typical hydrocarbon (p~opane) 
at 1 atmosphere (refs. 1 and 2) are compared in figure 8. There are two 
noteworthy features in this figure. First, the burning velocity for 
hydrogen is very high compared to that for the hydrocarbon. Second, 
the maximum burning velocity for hydrogen does not occur near the 
stoichiometric mixture ratio, but rather in a fuel-rich mixture, at an 
equivalence ratio near 1.8. 
The effect of pressure on burning velocity (ref. 8) is shown in 
figure 9. As before, hydrogen is compared with propane. Pressure affects 
the burning velocity of hydrogen in the opposite way that it does most 
hydrocarbons . The burning velocity decreases with pressure for hydrogen, 
while that of the hydrocarbon increases as pressure is lowered. However, 
even at low pressures, the burning velocity for hydrogen is much larger 
than that for the hydrocarbon. 
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There are two reasons for the comparatively l arge burning velocity 
of hydrogen. First, because of the high mass diffusivit y and thermal 
conductivity of hydrogen, active particles and heat are conducted ahead 
of the burning zone to ignite fres h mixture faster for hydrogen-air mix-
tures than f or hydrocarbon-air mixtures. Second, hydrogen and oxygen 
react chemically to produce heat faster than hydrocarbons and oxygen . 
The high reactivity of hydrogen is reflected in ease of spark ignit ion and 
in difficulty in extinguishing the flame either by quenching or blowoff. 
The reactivity of hydr ogen has important consequences in combustor 
design, a s can be seen from the following discussion . 
Minimum Volume Required for Combustion 
Reduction of the length of the combustor in a jet engine is very 
desirable because of the saving in weight which results. For a given 
heat output, reduction of combustor length requires that the combust i on 
process be completed in a smaller space. A convenient measure of the use 
of space is the space heating rate, the rate of heat release per unit 
volume . Combustor volume is invers ely proportional to the space heating 
rate; hence, increased space heating rate permits decreased combustor 
length. The space heating rate may be defined as follows: 
S h t · t _ (Heating value) (Combustion efficiency) 
pace ea lng ra e - Combustion time 
The heating value is defined here as the heat obtained from the combus-
tion of a unit volume (at inlet conditions) of fuel- air mixture. Com-
bustion efficiency has its usual meaning. The combustion time is the 
time required to complete the combustion process to the extent specified 
by the combustion efficiency . Once the fuel and inlet conditions are 
fixed, the heating value is fixed. The combustion efficiency is always 
made as large as possible . The remaining factor is the time necessary 
for combustion . This time must be reduced in order to increase space 
heating rate, and thereby shorten the combustor. 
Two factors, one physical, the other chemical, control combustion 
time . The physical factor is the time used for various physical processes, 
such as mixing of fuel and air, mixing of flame and burned gas with fresh 
unburned gas, and evaporation of fuel droplets. The chemical factor is 
the time used for the chemical reaction between fuel and oxygen to produce 
the heat of combustion. If mixing in the combustor is very intense, the 
time required to complete the various physical processes can be reduced . 
Theoretically, this time can be made to approach zero by sufficiently 
vigorous mlxlng. However, this does not affect the time needed for the 
chemical reaction, which is controlled by type and concentration of fuel, 
inlet temperature and pressure, and combustion efficiency. Fixing these 
variables fixes chemical time. With negligible physical time, the chemical 
time sets a minimum on the time required for combustion, and therefore a 
maximum on the space heating rate and a minimum on the combustor size. 
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The maximum space heating rate determined by the chemical time is 
called the chemical limit. There have been some efforts to measure and 
to calculate this chemical limit on the space heating rate for various 
fuels, and some results for JP- 4 fuel and hydrogen are shown in figure 
10, where space heating rate is plotted against pressure. The chemical 
limits for the space heating rates shown are for 95-percent combustion 
efficiency to make them comparable with engine combustor performance. 
5 
The inlet temperature is 250 C, and the fuel concentration is stoichiome-
tric . The line shown for JP-4 fuel was calculated from experimental 
results of reference 9 for isooctane. The line shown for hydrogen was 
estimated by multiplying the isooctane data by the ratio of hydrogen to 
isooctane space heating rates calculated from burning velocities and 
quenching distances of reference 10. For comparison, a band is shown in 
which fall space heating rates for many jet and ramjet combustors. The 
vo~ume used for this latter calculation was the actual combustor volume 
rather than the true volume occupied by the flame. 
The chemical limit on the space heating rate is much larger for hy-
drogen than for JP- 4 fuel. This is partly due to the higher heat of 
combustion of hydrogen, but mostly due to the high reactivity of hydrogen, 
that is, the high rate of heat production by the chemical reaction. The 
purpos€ of figure 10 is to " show that the possibility exists of getting high 
space heating rates, therefore small combustors, by using hydrogen as fuel. 
Considerations of pressure loss and outlet temperature make it unlikely 
that the theoretically possible reduction in combustor size is feasible, 
or even desirable. Nevertheless, a significant reduction in combustor size 
should be possible, and in fact, is possible through the use of hydrogen 
fuel. 
Summary 
Hydrogen can be burned over a wider range of fuel concentration than 
any hydrocarbon. Even though hydrogen has a high ignition temperature, 
it is about ten times easier to ignite with a spark than a hydrocarbon, 
and the flame is about ten times harder to blowout once it is lit. 
Hydrogen has a higher burning velocity than any hydrocarbon, partly as 
a result of the greater rate of heat production in the flame. The 
practical result of this is that, when hydrogen is substituted for a 
hydrocarbon in a conventional combustor, performance of the combustor 
improves. More important, combustors and afterburners designed especially 
for" hydrogen can be made very short and thus reduce engine .weight. 
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2 . COMBUSTION IN RAMJETS AND AFTERBURNERS 
By Roland Bre i twieser and H. George Krull 
Recent combustion invest igations in ramjet and turbojet afterburner 
combustors are discussed her ein . The t wo areas of research are treated 
col lective l y since the inlet pr essure, the temperature, the velocity, 
and the general configuration of t hese combustors are quite similar. 
The data are from small- scale invest igations, some recent work on full-
scale engi nes tested in the a l t i t ude test chambers, and a few results on 
a ramjet engine tested in a supersonic wind tunnel. For the most part 
the data are from the reports l isted in the BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
Analysis shows that, in or der to use hydrogen fuel efficiently, 
flight systems must be operated at h igh altitudes. For this reason the 
emphasis on combustion work at the NACA Lewis laboratory has been on 
simple l ightwei ght combustors that will operate efficiently at low pres-
sures . The usual method of reduc i ng combustor weight is shortening the 
combustor length . 
Befor e presenting the combustor data, the steps and processes that 
are necessary to achieve complete combustion will be reviewed. The first 
step is that of injecting the fuel , either through fuel nozzles or spray 
bars . The fuel must then be mixed with air, preferably to a local fuel-
air mixture near stoichiometric . After the proper mixture is produced, 
the flame must be stabilized at some point in the combustor and then 
propagated through the duct in order to complete the combustion. 
An estimate of the combustion rates of hydrogen compared with those 
of hydrocarbons can be made by using very a very simple combustion model. 
First assume that both fuels have homogeneous fuel-air mixtures entering 
the combustor . Since the flow in the combustor systems is generally 
much higher than that of the flame speed, it is necessary to anchor the 
flame at some point by using a flameholder such as a V-gutter or a rod. 
After the flame is anchored, it will propagate into the fuel-air mixture. 
In the development of a short combustor for hydrogen fuel, figure 1 
shows t hat a l arge number of injection points will reduce the combustor 
length . Also , if the flame spr eading rate is high, the length can be 
shortened still further . Hydrogen fuel has the advantage in that for a 
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g ive n blockage area more flame stabilization points can be used, since very 
small flameholders can be used to stabilize the flame, as indicated in 
the preceding paper . Another advantage of hydrogen fuel compared with a 
hydrocarbon fuel is that the laminar flame speed of hydrogen is much higher . 
With the appr oximation that the flame propagates out a s a function of the 
laminar flame speed , a combustor using hydrogen fuel would be much shorter 
than one using a hydrocarbon fuel, since hydrogen fuel has a l aminar flame 
speed of 5 to 10 times that of a hydrocarbon fuel . A very simp l e examp l e 
of this is illustrated in the bottom of figure 1 . Ten 1/ 2-inch flame -
ho lders were assumed across a I - f oot duct; therefore, the flame must 
propagate 5/100 of a foot . At an inlet - air velocity of 200 feet per 
second and a laminar flame speed of 10 feet per second, the distance r e -
quir ed to completely burn the fuel - air mixture is only 1 foot . In actual 
practice there will be a certain amount of turbulence in the system which 
will "wrinkle " the flame front and cause a still further r eduction in 
over-all l e ngth . This mode l indicate s that ver y short combustors with a 
hydrogen-air mixture are realizable . 
The pattern of events in fuel - a ir mixture preparation is much the same 
a s that of flame stabilization and spreading. The fuel i s introduced from 
a serie s of fuel injectors , mixes with the air, and spreads across the 
duct. The rate of mixing can be increased by increasing the number of 
injectors or by increasing the spreading rate. 
The number of fuel i njection points that are feasible to use with. a 
fue l such as hydrogen compared with JP - 4 and pr opane fuels can be deter-
mined by the following estimates . A fixed orif i ce size, which is usually 
limited only by the mechanical problem of drilling a hole, was assumed. 
A constant temperature rise acr oss the combustor and a fuel manifo ld pres -
sur e equal to 1 atmosphere were a lso assumed f or t his comparison. If fuel 
is injected at a constant velocity , the number of injection points for 
propane would be 400 times that f or JP- 4 fuel ; the number of injection 
po int s for hydrogen fuel, because of its very low density, would be 3200 
times that f or JP-4 fuel . 
The assumption of a constant injection velocity may be criticized; 
perhaps the assumption of critical flow thr ough these inj ection orifices 
is more realis tic. If propane and hydrogen fuels are injected at sonic 
velocity, and JP- 4 fuel is injected with a comparable pressure drop across 
the system, the number of fuel injectors again can be compared. Twenty-
e ight times as many injection points can be used with propane fuel and 37 
t imes as many injection points with hydrogen fuel as with JP-4 fuel . Thus, 
the use of hydrogen fue l enables faster fuel preparation because a larger 
numbe r of fuel inj.ectors can be used . 
In order to compare the mixi ng rates , the steps in the mlxlng process 
will be considered . Mixing occurs by turbulent mixing and molecular 
diffus i on . For the gaseous fuels the rate of turbulent mixing should be 
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essentially the same. However) there is a large change in the rate of 
molecular diffusion for the various fuels. For example) the molecular 
diffusion rate of hydrogen fuel is 10 times that of gaseous octane fuel. 
The large number of injection points permissible with hydrogen fuel and 
its high molecular diffusion rate suggest that a nearly homogeneous 
mixture may be obtained by relying solely on a large number of injection 
points and molecular diffusion alone. This is illustrated in figure 2) 
where the ordinant reflects the degree of mixing. The minimum fuel-air 
ratio is compared with the maximum fuel - air ratio at a plane 1 foot 
downstream of the injection points . The minimum fuel-air ratio is the 
lowest fue l-air ratio that is found in this plane downstream of the fuel 
injectors) and it is compared with the maximum fuel-air ratio at this 
same p l ane . The comparison of the degree of mixing is shown for an 
inlet -air velocity of 400 feet per second) a pressure of 1/4 atmosphere) 
and an inl et - air temperature of 9200 F . Approximately 1800 points of 
injection per square foot are required to give a value of 0.9. This 
value corresponds to a deviation in fuel-air ratio of %5 percent from the 
mean value . Eighteen hundred points of injection is not too far from what 
is being used in actual combustor practice. Some of the combustor systems 
developed at the Lewis laboratory have as many as 900 injection points per 
square foot. 
Greater advantage may be taken of the injection points by directing 
them normal to the airstream. An illustration of this is shown in the 
sketch in figure 2) where a manifold spacing of 1 inch was selected. 
The fuel sprays normal to the stream) and the point sources are arranged 
so that they form a series of line sources. From the line source the 
number of points of injection that will be required to get a near-
homogeneous fuel -air mixture can be calculated. The dotted lines show 
that a near -homogeneous fuel - air mixture can be obtained with something 
on the order of from 300 to 400 injection points per square foot. 
Hydrogen) therefore ) can be mixed quite rapidly with a realistic number 
of injectors by molecular diffusion alone. 
Normally) this rate of mixing would be expected to increase with 
the use of turbulence in the airstream) which would shorten the prepara-
tion time of the fuel - air mixture still further. However) some turbulence 
and flow distortions can actually delay and interfere with the mixing 
processes) as developed in the following examples. 
Assume that a stoichiometric fuel - air ratio is required and that 
the system has uniform fuel injection. In actual combustors distorted 
profiles often exist) as shown in figure 3, which) in turn) will give a 
fuel - air -ratio distortion . The obvious solution would be to match the 
fuel f low to the airflow distortion) but) unfortunately) this airflow 
distortion often changes with oper ating conditions. Variations in flow 
caused by acoustic r esonance are also often encountered which would give 
time-varying fuel-air ratios . In an analogous manner the use of large 
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turbule nce promoter s upstream of t he fuel injector could produce time -
var ying air flow at the fuel injector s . This would lead) then) to non-
uni form f ue l - air mixtures in a time sense . If the s cale of the disturb -
ances i s lar ge, the var iations in fuel -air ratio will have insufficient 
time t o even out in the combustor . This is a ser i ous problem in hydrogen 
combustor s ) because generall y these combustor systems are quite short . 
The criterion that should be used for the tolerable scale of disturbances 
in the syst em is that the f l ow distor tions should be smal l with respect 
to the l engt h of the combustor . 
The models that have been discussed so far are fairly well idealized . 
They are ideal ized in the sense that they separated the various processes 
in t he combustor ) that is , the fuel pr eparation was separated from the 
combustion . In actual practice with hydrogen fuel, both occur simultane-
ously, as illustrated in figure 4 . Since the fuel has a wide flammability 
limit, high flame speeds for a wide range of fuel -air ratios, and high 
blowout velocities , the flame wi l l tend to seat at the point of fuel 
injection . It cannot be premixed, as is often done with hydrocarbon fuels . 
Therefore, the fuel injector must also serve as a flame stabilizer . In 
one sense this is desirable because now the mixing processes and combus-
tion processes are occurring Simultaneously, thereby decreasing the length 
requir ements for the system. However , because the stabilization process 
is occurring a ver y shor t distance downstream of these very small fuel 
injectors, a combustible mixture must be generated in extremely short 
times . If adequate mixing is not obtained , the f l ame will no l onger 
satisfactorily anchor itself at the point of fuel injection . Current 
experiences with this kind of combustor show that at conservative condi-
tions of moderate velocities , pr essures, and inlet temperatures the flame 
will seat on simple spray bars j but it will tend to blow away as the in-
let conditions become more sever e . 
Another factor that tends to anchor the flame at the point of fuel 
injection is the approach to the spontaneous ignition temperature of 
the fuel at many operating conditions . For example, the combustor- inlet 
temper ature is close to 12000 F for a ramjet flying at a Mach number of 4. 
In an afterburner , the spontaneous ignition temperature of hydrogen fuel 
is usually exceeded by the turbine -outlet temperature . 
Figure 5 shows some of the spontaneous ignition temperatures of a 
16- inch afterburner . The ve l ocity was 200 to 800 feet per second , based 
on the maximum cross - sectional area of the combustor . The length from 
the fuel injector to the water spray bar used to quench the reaction was 
14~ to l6~ inches . Inlet temperature is plotted against pressure . Bench-
scale studies by Dixon (ref . 1) predicted ignition at the inlet tempera-
ture shown by the solid line . Dixon ' s data were obtained in a small 
coaxial tube experiment . The full - scale data are similar . No consistent 
effect of velocity (residence time) was found . Normally, in ignition 
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experiments, lower ignition temperatures would be expected as the residence 
time was increased . The independence of the data to velocity suggests 
that ignition occurred in the recirculation zone downstream of the fuel 
spray bars or in a separated region on the centerbody. 
Good combustor performance would be expected in a system in which the 
fuel spontaneously ignited. Also) the futility of using the usual flame-
holder at some distance down of the spray bar was indicated) since it would 
generally be immersed in the flame under most conditions of operation. 
This simple configuration was investigated over the range of conditions 
shown in figure 6. High efficiencies were obtained at intermediate 
equivalence ratios . 
In an attempt to get a still shorter combustor, the diffuser center-
body was shortened. The performance with a short blunt centerbody is 
shown in figure 7. The combustion efficiency was again near 100 percent 
at the intermediate equivalence ratios and dropped off slightly at the 
extremes of both the lean and rich zones. 
On the basis of the moderately good combustion efficiency, the 
simplicity of the device, and the low pressure drop, this configuration 
was tested in a full-scale engine located in an altitude test facility. 
Instead of using concentric spray bars, as in the 16-inch-diameter after-
burner, radial injectors were used; the number of fuel orifices per square 
foot was 300 . The combustion- chamber length was 39 inches. The data 
were taken at an inlet velocity ranging from 560 to 630 feet per second 
and an inlet temperature of 12400 F. Combustion efficiency is plotted 
against equivalence ratio in figure 8. At the pressure range of 0.35 to 
0.45 atmosphere, the combustion efficiency was about 100 to 90 percent 
at lean equivalence ratios . At the lower pressure of 0.19 to 0.24 atmos-
phere, much the same characteristic was observed. Only at the very lean 
fuel-air ratios was the combustor performance high. 
Before the shape of these C1ITVeS is discussed, the performance with 
hydrogen fuel will be compared with that with JP fuel at similar condi-
tions. The performance with JP- 4 fuel is presented at pressures of 0.42 
and 0.35 atmosphere (fig. 8) . The configuration used for the data with 
the JP - 4 fuel was a combustor of considerably greater length but similar 
diameter. It used a flameholder similar to the better ones in use in 
existing engines and had comparable inlet velocity and inlet temperature. 
Even with this more elaborate combustor system, the data with JP-4 fuel 
were considerably lower than those with hydrogen fuel. The peaks of the 
two curves, hydrogen and JP - 4 fuels, occurred at different equivalence 
ratios. This is believed to be due, in part, to the type fuel-air-ratio 
distribution in the region of flame stabilization and in the main combus-
tor region for the particular configuration used with the fuels. Ap-
parently a more elaborate combustor system than was used in these tests 
is needed to obtain high performance for hydrogen fuels at richer 
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equivalence ratios. A method of improving fuel - injector and flame -
stabilizer designs will be illustrated in the discussion on ramjet 
performance . 
The performance of the simple radial fuel-bar injector and flame -
holder in the ramjet combustor is shown in figure 9. The same kind of 
combustor was used in the afterburner work. Two configurations were 
chosen in order to show the effect of blockage and orifice density. In 
order to bring out the differences between these configurations, severe 
oper ating conditions were chosen since both configurations had high per -
formance with long combustors (44 in . ) and high burner pressures (1 atm 
and above) . The burner pressure was quite low, ranging from 0.2 to 0.35 
atmospher e , and the burner length was l S inches . The burner length was 
measured from the point of fuel injection to the throat of the exhaust 
nozzle . The diffuser centerbody extended to the inlet of the exhaust 
nozzle . One of the configurations had a fuel orifice density of 450 
orifices per square foot and a blockage of 20 percent, while the other 
had approximately twice the or ifice density and twice the blockage. 
The performance of the r adial spr ay-bar system that had only 450 
orifices per square foot and 20 percent blockage was quite poor . The 
combustion eff iciency leve l was about 50 percent, and blowout occurred 
at equival ence ratios l eaner than O. SO . Increasing the blockage from 
20 to 45 percent and increasing the or ifice density from 450 to 900 
orifices per square foot improved the efficiency considerably. The 
combustion efficiency was on the order of about SO percent . The reason 
for this improvement was believed to be due to several causes. First, 
the increased orifice density improved the local fuel -air ratio at the 
point of flame stabilization since the fuel spray bars also served as 
flame stabilizers . The higher orif i ce density also improved the over -all 
mixing rate . The higher blockage gave a larger stability zone ·since the 
blockage was achieved by increasing the size of the radial spray bars. 
The higher blockage also improved the rate of mixing. The total pressure 
drop of this configuration was low, on the order of 5 to 6 percent . 
Since this configuration was simple, its performance at less - severe 
operating conditions was recorded, e ven though its performance was low 
at severe conditions . An example of the type of data obtained is shown 
in figure 10 . Combust ion efficiency is shown plotted against burner 
length for various burner-inlet pressures at a constant equivalence 
ratio of 0 . 6 . At a pressure on the order of 1/3 atmosphere, the effi -
ciency did not increase much beyond SO percent, even with long burner 
lengths ; but at pr essures above 1/ 2 atmosphere, the effic iency was 
quite good, even with burner lengths as short as 25 inches. At the higher 
pressures (0.S35 atm and above ), very short combustors could be used with 
good perfor mance . Note the burner length was measured from the point of 
fuel injection to the exhaust - nozzle throat . 
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If the combustor is operated at conditions of lower pressures or at 
conditions of low fue l-air ratio, certain techniques can be employed to 
improve the performance, as illustrated in figure 11. In this figure 
combustion efficiency is plotted against equivalence ratio. The data for 
a simple injector and a shrouded injector are shown. The tests were 
bench- scale tests taken in sectors of complete engines. The pressure, 
velocity, and temperature conditions are shown in the figure. 
The simpl e injector system consisted of a spray bar with fuel 
issuing out normal to the airstream. The efficiency of the simple injector 
was poor and fell off very rapidly at the lean equivalence ratios; however, 
it improved to nearly 100 percent with the addition of a fuel-controlUng 
shroud around the spray bar . The proper fuel-air mixture was generated 
within the shroud, since the penet ration of the fuel jet was controlled. 
The size of the air openings allowed the proper amount of air to enter. 
The fuel mixture was usually richer than stoichiometric, which is 
desirable for hydrogen fuel . The mixture was at a lower velocity than 
previously so that the flame coul d stabilize more securely. Small tabs 
were sometimes put on the end of the shrouds to improve the mixing 
processes. 
The use of these shrouds on a full-scale engine was investigated in 
the Lewis 10- by 10-foot supersonic wind tunnel at a simulated Mach 
number of 3 and an altitude of 71,000 feet. The stagnation temperature 
was not simulated for this flight condition, since the facility was 
limited to an inlet temperature of 6650 R, which is considerably lower 
than actual flight operation . The engine was 16 inches in diameter and 
had a fixed-area inlet and exhaust . The combustor length from the point 
of fuel injection to the exhaust - nozzle throat was 3 feet. Hydrogen 
fuel was used in the engine , which was started by a spark located at 
the trailing edge of the center body. During ignition of the combustor, 
supersonic flow existed in parts of the flameholder. As the fuel flow 
was increased , after ignition, the combustor pressure increased and the 
terminal shocks moved forward, decreasing in strength until the flow in 
the diffuser was subsonic past the throat; at this point the diffuser was 
operating critically. This point is the design point of this fixed-area 
system. 
The performance of this engine with both a shrouded and an unshrouded 
injector is shown in figure 12 , where combustion efficiency is plotted 
against equivalence ratio. The efficiencies were low for the unshrouded 
injector and did not exceed 80 percent, even at the design point. Lean 
b l owout occurred at a equivalence ratio of 0.25. Putting a shroud 
around the injector , similar to t he one shown in figure 11, controlled 
the penetr at i on of the fuel and generated a more desirable combustion 
environment downstream of this f l ameholder injector. In the actual 
engine, the shrouds were tabbed t o increase mixing. The injector details 
shown in figure 12 are h i ghly schematic . The use of the shroud gave 
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much more stable operation over the entire equivalence -ratio band. No 
ser i ous flame instability was observed . At critical flow conditions, 
the design point for the engine , combustion efficiency was near 95 per -
cent . The low combustion efficiency in the leaner regions was· not too 
serious, since this engine is des i gned to operate only over the' range of 
equivalence ratio from about 0 . 3 to 0 . 5. 
So far the app licat ion of hydrogen fuel to fairly conventional 
engine and combustors systems has been discussed . The high reactivity 
of the hydrogen fuel (and therefore its ability to burn in short combus -
tors) also provides the opportunity to try more novel ideas . If the 
engine length is to be reduced, the diffuser, the 'combustor, and the 
exhaust nozzle must be shortened . This shortening can be done by building 
small engines and then increasing the thrust by merely stacking these 
independent engines . Because of the small scale of each independent unit, 
the diffuser and the exhaust nozzle will be short . The idea is not 
particularly original, but hydrogen fuel makes it practical as it can 
burn in small spaces . Also , it can be used to cool the inner passages 
that are necessarily introduced in scaling by multiplicity. The advan-
tages of the system are short length, the ability to scale by multiplicity, 
the flexibility of the engi~e deSign, and the flexibility of installation. 
Also, since simple testing facilities can be used because of the small 
size of these units, the development time may be reduced. Figure 13 
illustrates several of these stacked units. 
Some combustion performance has already been obt.ained on these units. 
One of the single elements was ru~ in a small connected-pipe facility, 
and the results are shown in figure 14 . A combustion efficiency of about 
90 percent was obtained .at a pressure of '1/2 atmosphere, an i~let velocity 
of 220 feet per second, and an inlet temperature of 800 F in a 6~-inch 
. . . 
combustion chamber. The spacing between the combustor walls of this two-
dimensional unit is only 1 inch . This means that ·8. total ramjet-engine 
leng-ch of l~ feet is becoming more realistic. The actual final engine 
may not look like the sketch, but hydrog~n fuel could make a similar 
engine design possible. 
In summary, if the afterburner or ramjet is designed to operate at 
mild combustor conditions, a simple injector flameholder should give 
adequate performance. As the conditions of operation become more severe, 
such as shorter lengths or lower pressures, more care must be exercised 
in the design of the combustor. Finally, some recent work shows that 
because of the h i gher reactivity of hydrogen fuel new eng ine designs a re 
b ec oming more feasible. 
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Figure 1. - Simplified model of flame spreading . poAoUo = poAfUf ; 
yUo ~ LUf ; L = 1 f oot for Y = 0 . 05 ft; Uo' 200 feet per second; 
Uf' 10 feet per second. 
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Figure 2 . - Fuel-a ir mixing by molecular diffusion. Velocity; 400 feet 
per second; L) 1 f oot; t emper ature, 9200 F; pressure, 1/4 atmosphere. 
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Figure 3. - Effect of l arge- scale disturbances. 
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Figure 4. - Typical combustion with hydrogen. 
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F igure 5 . - Spontaneous ignition temperature of hydrogen. Afterburner 
length} 14 1 t o 16 1 inches; velocity} 200 to 800 feet per second. 
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Figure 6. - Performance of 16-inch afterburner. Fuel} hydrogen; 
inlet tempera ture} 12300 F . 
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Figure 7. - Effect of blunt centerbody on afterburner performance. 
Fuel, hydrogen; inlet temperature, 12200 to 15200 F. 
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Figure 8. - Full-scale afterburner. Inlet velocity, 560 to 630 feet 
per second ; inlet temperature, 12400 F. 
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Figure 9. - Comparison of two r amjet configurat ions with different 
injector diameters and orifice densities. Burner length, 18 inches; 
inlet temperature, 6400 F; inlet velocity, 250 to 400 feet per 
second; inlet pressure, 0.2 to 0.35 atmosphere. 
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Figure 10 . - Effect of burner pressure and length on performance of 
16-inch ramjet. Equivalence ratio, 0.6. 
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Figure 11. - Effect of fuel shrouds. Pressure, 0.24 to 0.4 atmosphere; 
velocity, 140 to 240 feet per second; temperature, 2400 F. 
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Figure 12 . - Performance of ramjet engine in 10- by 10-foot supersonic 
wind tunnel. Fuel, hydrogen; altitude , 71,000 feet; temperature, 
6650 R. 
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Figure 14. - Single-element test of cascaded combustor. Pressure) 
1/2 atmosphere; inlet velocity, 220 feet per second; inlet tem-
perature, 800 F. 
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3 . COMBUSTION IN TURBOJET ENGINES 
By E. William Conrad and Lester C. Corrington 
Intr oduction 
A number of exper imental investigations have been conducted at the 
Lewis laboratory in which hydrogen has been burned in primary combustors 
of turbojet engines. The firs t objective was to determine immediately 
what performance gains and operating problems would occur when this fuel 
was substituted for conventional turbojet fuels in production turbojet 
engines . A second objective was to learn how to exploit the superior 
combustion pr operties of hydrogen in order to make the combustors shorter 
and thus reduce engine weight . Most of the research in connect ion with 
shorter combustors was done in combustion rigs; however ) the results are 
presented only for the few most promising configurations which were eVal-
uated in current turbojet engines under altitude operating conditions. 
This paper presents the results obtained from experimental work 
toward both objectives. Turbojet engines with the production or special 
combustors were operated with hydrogen fuel in altitude test chambers. 
Altitude was increased until either an engine limitation or a facility 
limitation was r eached . For comparison purposes the engines with the 
production combustors were also operated with JP-4 fuel. 
Performance of Production Combustors in Engines 
In determining the performance gains and operating problems associ-
ated with pr oduction turbojet engines) no modifications were made to the 
production engines other than changes in the fuel injectors and the ex-
ternal fuel systems. However) in one case a cooled turbine was used. 
In all cases the hydrogen fuel used was gaseous at about room temperatur~ 
and was injected at low pressure. 
Engine A. - Figure 1 shows some of the combustion results obtained' 
with engine A) an engine in the lO)OOO-pound-thrust class with cannular 
combustors and a compressor pr essure ratio of about 8.5. In this engine) 
the fuel injectors were removed and replaced by open tubes that injected 
the hydrogen in a downstream axial direction. The combustion efficiency 
appears rather low) but it should be noted that the operating conditions 
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were rather severe, corresponding to altitudes from 78,000 to 89 ,000 ~ 
feet at a flight Mach number of 0 . 8 . No combustor blowouts were experi-
enced at the lowest combustor pressures available with the test facility, 
approximately 500 pounds per square foot. Additional information on 
tests with hydrogen in this engine is presented in reference 1. 
Engine B. - Combustion efficiency data for engine B, an engine in 
the 7500-pound- thrust class with an annular vaporizing combustor and a 
compressor pressure ratiO of about 7, are presented in figure 2. During 
operation with conventional fuels, the fuel enters the vaporization tubes 
through open fuel tubes. A small amount of air passes through the vapor-
ization tubes and mixes with the vaporizing fuel as it flows toward the 
combustion chamber. This fuel - air mixture is normally too rich to burn 
until it is mixed with additional air in the combustion chamber. How-
ever, because of the extremely wide flammability limits of hydrogen- air 
mixtures, it was felt that operation with hydrogen might result in com-
bustion within the vaporization tubes and possible danmge due to over-
heating. Consequently, f or initial operation with hydrogen, the inlet 
ends of the vaporization tubes were sealed to prevent air flow. The 
hydrogen fuel was injected through the normal fuel tubes without · 
alteration. 
The combustion efficiency of this configuration using hydrogen is 
indicated in figure 2 by the closed-vaporization-tube curve . At very 
low combustor - inlet pressures the combustion efficiency using hydrogen 
was considerably better than that with JP- 4 fuel (normal configuration), 
and at pressures above about 1000 pounds per square foot the combustion 
efficiency was about the same . Blowout occurr ed with JP-4 fuel at a 
combustor- inlet pressure of 700 pounds per square foot. 
Subsequent experience with this engine indicated that the vaporiza-
tion tubes could be left open during operation with hydrogen fuel without 
damage due to combustion within the tubes. The combustor performance for 
this configuration is indicated by the open-vaporization- tube curve in 
figure 2 . An appreciable improvement resulted over most of the pressure 
range investigated . Again, combustion blowout was not experienced with 
hydrogen even at the minimum attainable combustor pressure of 400 pounds 
per square foot . Additional information on hydrogen tests in this engine 
is contained in references 1 and 2 . 
Engine C. - Figure 3 presents the performance of the combustor for 
engine C. This engine is in the 6000-pound- thrust class with can- type 
combustors and a compressor pressure ratio of about 5 .3. A cooled tur-
bine was installed in this engine, and liquid- hydrogen fuel was used as 
a heat sink to refrigerate the turbine cooling air (refs . 3 to 5) . This 
permitted turbine- inlet gas temperatures up to 25000 F . In order to 
oper ate this engine with hydrogen, the fuel injectors were removed and 
replaced by tubes having the ends closed and the walls near the ends 
slotted. 
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This engine was not operated over a range of altitudes but instead 
was operated over a range of turbine-inlet gas temperatures at a fixed 
altitude . For this reason the data are presented with combustion effi-
ciency as a function of combustion temperature rise. The values of tem-
perature rise shown are considerably higher than those of current engines 
and correspond to turbine-inlet temperatures up to 25000 F. The combus-
tion efficiency is affected only a small amount over the entire range. 
The combustion efficiency of hydrogen at 60,000 feet is about the same 
as that of JP-4 fuel at 50,000 feet. 
Altitude Limits of Production Engines 
Engine A. - Because the use of hydrogen fuel permits turbojet-engine 
operation at much higher altitudes than has been otherwise possible, it 
is important to investigate other factors which may limit the operation 
of engines at these high altitudes. Figure 4 shows the altitude opera-
tional limits of engine A. For reasons of simplification, the flight 
Mach number is constant at 0.8 for all altitudes shown. 
The minimum engine speed at high altitude is defined by the inter-
section of the steady-state operating line with the compressor stall line. 
As altitude is increased, the stall limit line is lowered because of Reyn-
olds number effects, and, consequently, the intersection occurs at pro-
gressively higher speeds . The stall limit line shown in figure 4 indi-
cates the limits imposed by these steady-state intersections. The engine 
cannot be operated at lower speeds than inc_it!ated by this stall limit 
line without encountering compressor stall. This line is substantially 
independent of the fuel used. 
With a variable-area jet nozzle no high-speed limit other than rated 
mechanical speed was encountered up to the altitude limits imposed by the 
facility. However, these data represent operation under ICAO (Interna-
tional Civil Aviation Organization) standard altitude conditions, and it 
is possible that a high corrected- speed stall limit might be encountered 
under very low inlet air temperature conditions. 
If the engine had a fixed-area jet nozzle sized for limiting temper-
ature at low altitude, a high-speed limit would be imposed by the limit-
ing turbine-outlet temperature. As the altitude increased, the engine 
speed would have to be reduced as indicated by the temperature limit 
lines in figure 4 in order to avoid excessive turbine temperatures. The 
thrust would drop correspondingly. The engine speed limitation using 
the same size nozzle is less severe with hydrogen fuel. This is prima-
rily due to the change in the thermodynamic properties of the products 
of combustion when hydrogen is used. The specific heat of the turbine 
working fluid is higher with hydrogen fuel, resulting in a lower turbine 
temperature ratiO. The turbine pressure ratio is therefore lower, and 
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the turbine- outlet pressure is higher. This higher pressure in the tail-
pipe can for ce mor e mass flow through a fixed- size exhaust nozzle, and 
therefor e engine speed can be increased . Several other considerations 
also enter into this shift in the temperature limit curve when hydrogen 
is used instead of JP- 4 fuel, but their effects are minor. 
The shaded 
with JP- 4 fuel. 
nipulation, and 
fuel combustion 
area of figure 4 indicates a region of marginal burning 
Oper ation in this region r equired careful throttle ma-
random blowouts occurred despite the care used. The JP-4 
limit line indicates altitudes above which combustion 
was never sustained . In view of this area of marginal operation, the 
maximum practical operating altitude for this engine with JP- 4 fuel is 
considered to be about 62,000 feet. In contrast) the combustion of hy-
drogen was stable up to the facility - limited altitude of 89 ,000 feet, 
and blowouts did not occur even during compressor surge . 
Engine B. - A similar altitude- limit picture for engine B is pre-
sented in figure 5 . These data are presented primarily to show the typ-
ical variation which may be expected from one engine to another . The 
limits in this case are slightly more restricted than those for engine A. 
The stall- limited speed is appreciably higher) the temperature-limited 
speed is appreciably lower) and the JP-4 fuel combustion limit is slight-
ly lower . Here) again) the combustion of hydrogen was always stable) and 
severe transients such as compressor surge did not cause combustor 
blowout. 
Even if the facility had not limited the maximum altitude to about 
89)000 feet) a turbine limitation would have appeared at slightly higher 
altitude . This limitation is illustr ated for engine B in figure 6, in 
which the turbine - outlet axial Mach number is shown as a function of 
altitude . The limiting- loading line is indicative of the maximum work 
per pound of working fluid that the turbine can produce. This condition 
occurs when the axial component of the velocity of the gas leaving the 
last stage rotor blade passages r eaches a Mach number of 1. For the 
geometry of this particular engine the axial Mach number in the annulus 
just downstream of the turbine is about 0.77 when this condition occurs) 
and in figur e 6 the limiting- loading line is shown at this Mach number. 
When this Mach number is reached) further increases in the turbine pres-
sure ratio produce no increase in turbine work per pound of working fluid. 
For operation at rated speed and temperature with JP-4 fuel) the 
turbine - outlet Mach number increases with altitude because of reduction 
in compressor and turbine efficiency . Limiting-loading was not reached 
because combustor blowout occurred at about 77)000 feet . Had combustion 
continued) it appears p r obable that limiting- loading would have been 
reached at about 79)000 feet . 
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When hydrogen is used instead of JP-4 fuel) the turbine-outlet Mach 
number at a given altitude is lower. This is principally due to the 
change in thermodynamic properties of the turbine working fluid when the 
f uels are changed. For operation at a given altitude, the turbine work 
and, hence, the gas velocity in the t urbine are common for operation with 
both fuels if the difference in fuel weight is ignored. Because the gas 
constant and, hence, the sonic velocity are higher for the products of 
combustion of hydrogen) the Mach number level is reduced. An extrapola-
tion of the curve for hydrogen indicates that limiting-loading would 
probably occur at an altitude of about 89,000 feet. 
The data thus far presented show that the substitution of hydrogen 
for JP-4 fuel in production turbojet engines allows operation at con-
s iderably higher altitudes. The operating limits of two current engines 
operating on hydrogen are shown. The thrust, specific fuel consumption, 
and an analysis of component performance losses at extreme altitude are 
given in references 1 and 2. 
Performance of Short Combustors in Engines 
Because of the high reactivity of hydrogen, it appeared that engine 
combustors could be made much shorter for a given application, and thereby 
a significant weight saving could be made with no sacrifice in combustor 
performance. The first approach in this direction is illustrated in fig-
ure 7. This configuration was first made up in the form of a one-quarter 
segment of an annular combustor for duct tests (ref. 6). Because of the 
high reactivity of hydrogen and the short Wall-quenching distance, the 
primary combustion zone was made considerably smaller than that for con-
ventional combustors. The use of channeled walls ensured ffiaXllnum rate 
penetration of the secondary air without adverse effects on stability 
and allowed a shorter secondary zone or mixing length. The fuel was in-
j ected under choked-flow conditions into an enclosed V-gutter from two 
circumferential manifolds having a large number of drilled orifices. It 
then entered the primary combustion zone from the trailing edges of t his 
gutter. 
Duct tests with this one-quarter segment combustor indicated suffi-
cient promise that a complete annular combustor was constructed and eval-
uated in a turbojet engine. The configuration in the engine and some of 
the test r esults are shown in figure 8. The dashed line indicates the 
outline of the production combustor liner, and the solid line is the out -
line of the channeled-wall short combustor. This hydrogen combustor is 
about 40 percent shorter than the product ion combustor, and the combustor 
volume is about 50 percent smaller . Ignit ion was obtained by a single 
spark plug downstream of the fuel - injection gutter. 
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The results of altitude chamber tests with this combustor in an en-
gi ne (fig. 8 ) indicate that the combustion efficiency was almost identi-
c "'l.l with the best results obtained with production combustors. In addi-
tion~ the stability was good in that blowout wa~ never encountered even 
during compressor surge at t he lowest combustor pressures. Complete in-
formation on engine tests with this combustor is 'contained in reference 7.
 
''Flower-pot II combustor . - Because of the encouraging results obtained 
with the channeled-wall short combustor, more drastic measures were taken 
to capitalize further on the excellent reactivity ' characteristics of hy-
drogen fuel. The method used is illustrated in figure ·9. In the conven-
tional combustor (upper part, fig . 9), the primary combustion zone is in . 
the form of a s ingle large volume. With this large column of hot gas 
l e aving the pr imary zone, considerable length is required for the second-
ary air to penetrate to the center and to mix adequately. 
Relying heavily on the high reactivity and hort wall-qupnching dis -
tances of hydrogen, the size of the primary zone was greatly reduced, and 
G multiplicity of primary zones was employed. With the smaller primary 
z o- es (lower part, fig. 9), less radial penet~ation ·is r~qui+ed behind a 
given element; hence, it should be poss.ible i'or the secondary .. length to 
be considerat shorter. . 
Work wa done in a small duct setup to evol ve suitable ge'ometry' fbr 
small combustor elements, and one of the most promising configurations is 
l llustrated i figure 10 . For obvious reasons this conf.igurat~on was 
ca.lled the f lo er-pot combustor. The fuel is injected ~t s'oni'c veloc-
ity near the wall almost tangentially but aimed slightly upstream. Pri-
mary air enters througb an orifice in the upstream end. The vortex path 
of the fuel provides a high shear area between the fuel and air and also 
results in ' high r es i dence time for the fuel and air to mix and react 
within the l>rimary zone. Small V-gutters attached to the downstream end 
f the flower pot promote spreading of the hot gases and mixing with the 
secondary a..Lr. 
Duct tests were conducted with an array of 10 flower pot s in a one-
quarter segment of an annulus. With a combustor length of 12 inches, an 
llilet refer ence air velocity of 115 feet per second, and a pressure of 
420 pounds per square foot , the combustion efficiency was 93 percent. 
Because this performance was appreciably better than that of any of the 
previous combustors that had been tested in engines, a full assembly was 
f abricate _ and installed in an engine (fig . 11). The over-all length of 
this combustor from the upstream end of the flower pots to the turbine 
stator w[" about ~ inches. Three rows of flower pots were used, with 
t hree di ferent sizes to keep the secondary air spaces between them of 
a more or less uniform size. After a preliminary run , upstream screens 
and a s ingle annular V- gutter near the outer wall were added t o improve 
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the turbine temperature profiles. In the inner two rows of flower pots, 
the fuel was injected tangentially from one orifice, while in the outer 
row, two orifices on opposite sides of the flower pots were used. Igni-
tion was obtained from a single spark plug. 
The performance of this configuration is indicated by the data points 
in figure 12. Data were obtained at only one pressure level for reasons 
that will be discussed later. At this pressurp level the combustion effi-
ciency compares favorably with the best previous results with hydrogen, 
and was about 5 percent better than that with JP-4 fuel in the production 
combustor (see fig. 2) .. The combustor total-pressur~ op was about 2 
percent, less than half that of the production ~ombustor. In addition , 
the weight of this combustor was less than half that of the production 
combustor liner for this engine. 
Although the efficiency of this very short combustor appeared SRtl - -
factory, the turbine-inlet temperature profiles were poor, and, conse-
quently, the performance evaluation was restricted to the data points 
shown. Figure 13 shows typical profiles obtained. Radial profiles 
are shown at five different circumferential positions. Although the aver-
age radial temperature profile shown by the broken curve is satisfactory 
for safe operation of the turbine rotor , local gradients of several hun . 
dred degrees per inch are not considered suitable for the stators. Addi-
tional work is required to achieve more uniform temperature patterns. 
This additional work will be done with a complete full-scale assembly III 
a combustion duct. The approach will be to use more and smaller flo ,er 
pots spaced more closely together. The V-gutters will be eliminated be-
cause of the close spacing of the flower pots. 
For many reasons it is desirable that a combustor developed espe-
cially to operate on hydrogen also be capable of satisfactory operat ion 
on hydrocarbon fuels, particularly at low altitude. The performance of 
the array of 10 flower-pot elements was investigated in a combustion 
duct using propane fuel to simulate vaporized drocarbon fuels (fig. 
14). The combustion efficiency' was very satisfactory at the pressure 
level of 2100 pounds per square foot (about 55,OQO f~ altitude at Mach 
number 0.8) and was only a small amount lower than that for JP-4 fuel 
in the production combustor at the pressure level of 1050 pounds per 
s quare foot (about 70,000 ft altitude at Mach nUmber 0.8). 
Concluding Remarks 
The use of hydrogen in production eD oines has allowed operation at 
considerably higher altitudes than were possible with JP-4 fuel. At the 
maximum altitude possible with the facility, 89,000 feet at a Mach ~ um-
ber of 0 . 8, no combustion limit was reache . Minimum engine speed Wf:.. 
restricted by compressor stall, and maximum speed was restricted by 
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turbine temperature in the case of fixed-jet-nozzle-area engines and only 
by rated mechanical speed in the case of variable-area-nozzle engines. 
Turbine temperature profiles with production engines using hydrogen 
were almost identical to those obtained using JP-4 fuel. Altitude start-
ing limits were not determined with hydrogen; however, many air starts 
were made at altitudes between 45,000 and 55,000 feet, and all were ex-
ceptionally smooth and cool. Combustor blowout was not encountered with 
hydrogen, even during compressor surge at an altitude of 80,000 feet. 
The superior combustion properties of hydrogen have been exploited 
to achieve a completely satisfactory combustor 40 percent shorter than 
the production unit . Further shortening to an over-all length of about 
~ inches has been also satisfactory with respect to combustion, but work 
is still required to obtain satisfactory turbine-inlet temperature 
distribution. 
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Figure 11 . - View looking upstream of flower-pot combustor for turbojet 
engine. 
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4 . FUELING PROBLEMS WITH LIQUID HYDROGEN 
By Glen Hennings , William H. Rowe, and Harold H. Christenson 
Introduction 
Hydrogen is not a newcomer to aviation. Its light weight and high 
flammability have both plagued and tantalized the industry from the 
beginning. People concerned with lighter-than-air craft are interested 
in it because of its light weight but are precluded from using it be-
cause of its flammability. Those concerned with combustion engines are 
interested in it because of its high flammability but have been deterred 
from using it because of its low density. A partial solution to the 
density problem has come about through the use of modern low-temperature 
t -echnology. Liquefying hydrogen increases its density by a factor of 
about 900; and by present-day processes large quantities of hydrogen can 
be liquefied . The NACA Lewis laboratory has used liquid hydrogen as a 
fuel for full-scale turbojet engines for the past year and a half; over 
20 tons have been produced for these programs. 
This paper is primarily concerned with the ground-handling problems 
associated with the use of liquid hydrogen as an aircraft fuel. The 
discussion is divided into four parts: (1) the significance of the 
physical and thermodynamic properties of hydrogen, (2) materials and 
methods of construction for liquid-hydrogen equipment, (3) safety, and 
(4) aircraft fueling procedures. 
Physical and Thermodynamic Properties 
• 
• 
• 
Some of the problems associated with the handling of liquid hydrogen 
can be attributed to the unique physical properties of the fluid listed 
in the following table: 
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Property Hydrogen Other 
Boiling point, oR 37 02, 163 
Liquid density, lb/cu ft 4. 42 JP-4, 48.7 
Liquid head (for 10 psi), ft 325 JP-4, 29.5 
Viscosity, centipoise Liquid, 0 .0139 JP-4, 1.70 at 460
0 R 
at 370 R air, 0. 0165 a t 4600 R 
The boiling point of hydrogen is 37
0 R, compared with 1630 R for oxygen. 
At the boiling point of hydrogen, all other materials except helium will 
be solids . This means that contaminants in the liquid-hydrogen system 
would tend to freeze out and plug small flow passages. 
The density of liquid hydrogen is 4. 42 pounds per cubic foot, or 
about one - tenth that of JP- 4. Consequently, large tanks are required to 
hold liquid hydrogen. Another consequence of this low density is that 
a 325 - foot column of liquid hydrogen will produce a pressure of 10 
pounds per square inch. This compares with a column of 29.5 feet for 
JP-4. For pumps, the discharge pressure expressed in feet of liquid 
head is a major parameter . Liquid- hydrogen pumps require large power 
inputs because the pump power is equal to t he product of the discharge 
head and the weight-flow rate. For centrifugaJ. pumps, very high 
rotational speeds or multiple staging i s necessary to achieve reasonable 
discharge pressures . 
The viscosity of hydrogen i s very low. The liquid viscosity is two 
orders of magnitude lower than that of JP-4 and about the same as that 
of air . For applications in which viscosity aids in sealing (in gear 
pumps, e .g.), liquid hydrogen would be very difficult to seal. 
Not only the physical properties but also the thermodynamic proper-
ties of hydrogen fall outside the range of common engineering experience. 
One of the most important thermodynamic properties of the hydrogen 
molecule is that it can exist in either of two energy states; namely, 
the ortho or para . The physical difference between the two states is 
illustrated by figure 1. Each molecule has two atoms, and the nuclei of 
atoms are represented by the spheres . For ortho hydrogen, the nuclei 
rotate in the same direction about the common axis; for para, the nuclei 
rotate in opposite directions. 
The equilibrium ratio of ortho to para hydrogen is determined by the 
ab solute temperature , as shown in figure 2, where equilibrium para 
content is plotted as a function of absolute temperature in °R~t room 
temperature the equilibrium composition i s 75 percent ortho and 25 
percent para. As temperature is decreased, the equilibrium composition 
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shifts toward higher para content and becomes substantially 100 percent 
para hydrogen at the boiling pOint. Now, when normal room-temperature 
hydrogen gas is liquefied, the liquefaction rate is so high that there 
i s hardly any time for conversion from ortho to para hydrogen. The 
result is liquid hydrogen with an actual para content of 25 percent and 
an equilibrium para content of 100 percen~The way the excess ortho 
is converted to para hydrogen is shown by the right side of figure 2. 
According to this schedule, 10 days are required to change from 25 to 
75 percent para, 40 days to change to 92 percent para, and a year to 
reach 99 percent para. Thus, equilibrium is very slow to be established . 
Unfortunately, 300 Btu are released for each pound of ortho con-
verted to para. hydrogen, enough heat to vaporize 1.5 pounds of liquid. 
The implications of such a large heat release are obvious with respect 
to storing liquid hydrogen . Figure 3 shows the storage losses that 
would be incurred with liquid hydrogen beginning immediately after 
liquefaction. A p erfect storage vessel (zero heat leak) vented to the 
atmosphere is assumed. At first the vessel is full, and the para 
content is 25 percent. Because of the heat released by converting from 
ortho to para hydrogen, after 5 days only 43 percent of the liquid 
remains, and the para content has increased from 25 to 62 percent. 
From the storage situation just discussed, it is obvious that high 
para content is very desirable; but how can it be produced? Actually, 
this problem has been solved. Catalysts are available that can bring 
about almost instantaneous conversion from ortho to para hydrogen. 
Such catal ysts can be installed in the liquefaction plant, and the 
liquefier will then deliver the high-percentage para hydrogen. One more 
consideration remains. When the hydrogen is converted at the liquefier, 
it still r eleases the large heat of conversion; therefore, the liquefier 
must be designed with the additional refrigeration capacity necessary to 
handle the large heat load. 
The specific heats of hydrogen ·gas are also functions of the ortho 
and para states. Specific heat at constant pressure cp and the ratio 
of specific heats I are plotted in figure 4 for hydrogen gas at a 
pressure of 1 atmosphere. The cp values of ortho and para hydrogen 
vary substantially between 800 and 7000 R. For ortho hydrogen, cp 
increases gradually with temperature; and for par a hydrogen, cp 
increases rapidly to a maximum at about 3000 R and then decreases to the 
value for ortho hydrogen at about 7000 R. Since normal hydrogen contains 
75 percent or tho hydrogen by definition, its value of cp more closely 
approximates that of the ortho curve. The curve at the bottom of the 
figur e is the I value for normal hydrogen gas. At room temperature, 
I is 1.4; and at the normal boiling point, it is nearly 1. 8 . Typical 
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examples of equipment tha t depends on these properties of hydrogen are 
(1) heat exchangers, wher e cp is a primary variable, and (2) orifice-
type flowmeter s, wher e r is an important parameter. 
The thermal conductivities of ortho and para hydrogen also differ; 
it is this difference i n thermal conductivity upon which ortho -para 
analyzers are based. 
The information presented shows that the thermal properties of 
hydrogen vary substantially between r oom temperature and the normal 
boiling pOint. However, these data are for a pressure of 1 atmosphere. 
If pressure is varied, the properties will undergo the usual changes 
associated with pressure, and the rate of change of the properties will 
become very severe in the range of the critical point. The critical 
pressure is 190 pounds per square inch absolute, and the critical 
temperature is 600 R. 
Materials and Construction of Equipment 
The properties of hydrogen that have been discussed affect the kind 
of materials and equipment with which it can be handled. Gaseous 
hydrogen at ambient temperature has been handled commercially for many 
years; and, except for its great tendency to diffuse through porous 
materi als, it presents no unusual problems. Only the low-temperature 
gas and the liquid require special attention. As temperature is lowered, 
the strength of most materials increases, but some become so brittle at 
low temperature that they have no practical application. 
For example, three metals are examined at low temperature. The metals 
chosen are a copper, an aluminum alloy, and a stainless steel. Figure 5 
shows the effect of temperature on yield strength for the three metals. 
The yield strength of annealed copper is almost independent of temperature. 
For both the 2024-T3 aluminum alloy and the 347 stainless steel, the 
yield strength increases about 30 percent as the temperature is reduced 
from room temperature to liquid-hydrogen temperature. Since impact 
strength is a measure of brittleness, the effect of low temperature on 
this strength is considered. The same three materials are shown again, 
along with two common steels, in figure 6. The impact strength of both 
steels decreases rapidly with temperature, and they are not recommended 
for use at liquid-hydrogen temperature. The impact strength for the 
copper and the aluminum alloy increases slightly at the low temperature. 
Even though the impact strength of the stainle s s steel decreases slightly 
at the low temperature, it has far greater strengt h than the other 
materials presented. 
The annealed copper, the 2024-T3 aluminum, and the 347 stainless 
steel are more or less representative of t hree classes of material. As 
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a general rule, copper, brass, aluminum and some of its alloys, monel, 
nickel, and the austenitic or 300-series stainless steels, are all 
satisfactory for use at low temperature . On the other hand, 400-series 
stainless steels and the common steels are not recommended, because they 
become too brittle. For applications that require low thermal conduc-
tivity, high strength, or weldability, stainless steels are suitable. 
For special applications in which high thermal conductivity is required 
(in heat exchangers, e .g')J copper and aluminum may be used. 
Pl~stic materials may also be useful at low temperatures. Several 
organizations have reported plastic f i lms that are flexible down to 
liquid-hydrogen temperature. Preliminary investigations conducted at 
the Lewis laboratory indicate that Mylar film and nylon parachute cloth 
are quite flexible at liquid-hydrogen temperature. Teflon has been 
extensively used for gaskets and valve seats at the low temperature. As 
temperature is decreased, Teflon shrinks t o a greater extent than the 
adjacent metal parts; therefore, good gasket design is necessary to 
prevent low-temperature leaks. The compressive strength of Teflon at 
liquid-hydrogen temperature is about the same as that of aluminum at 
room temperature - about 30,000 psi. 
Almost all conventional fabrication techniques have been satisfacto-
r i ly used in the cryogenic field. Conventional arc-welding, heliarc-
welding, silver-soldering, and soft-soldering have all been used with 
success; however, the quality of a solder joint is often very sensitive 
to solder composition. Success in fabricat ion of cryogenic equipment 
depends on a skilled fabricator, good materials, and careful attention 
to detail. 
Safety 
Gaseous hydrogen has been handled commercially for many years, and 
safe procedures are well established. Liquid hydrogen introduces two 
new problems: (1) the freezing out of air in the liquid and the 
consequent formation of a combustible mixture, and (2) the exposure of 
personnel to very low temperatures. 
Three basic principles of safety may be stated briefly: 
(1) At least two improbabilities should be placed between the man 
and an accident. For example, make a system that cannot leak and then 
put it in an area with no ignition sources. With this arrangement there 
is only a remote possibility that the unexpected leak will occur at the 
same time as the unexpected ignition source. 
(2) Acts of commission and omission can best be controlled by the 
use of a well-planned check sheet. 
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(3) There is no substitute for well-informed, alert people. 
Fueling Procedure 
In ground operations with liquid hydrogen, the following equipment 
and procedure are necessary: 
(1) A large primary storage vessel is needed. 
(2) The fuel must be transferred from the storage area to the 
airport . 
(3) The fuel must be loaded into the aircraft tank. 
(4) Provision must be made for handling the aircraft on the ground 
in the event of a delayed takeoff . 
(5) The airplane must be cared for after each flight. 
The construction of three typical types of storage tanks is shown 
i n figure 7 . The fi r st vessel is liquid-nitrogen- shielded and vacuum-
jacketed . The vacuum space virtua lly eliminates heat leak due to gas 
conduction . The liqui d- nitrogen shield intercepts enough of the radiant 
heat so that , as to the liquid hydrogen, the outdoor temperature is 
_3200 F . This type of vessel is expensive and difficult to construct, 
but it has a very low hydrogen- loss rate. The second container has no 
liquid-nitrogen shield, and the radiant heat transfer is thus higher. 
However, for large vessels with small surface-to- volume ratiOS, the loss 
rates of this kind of t ank are suffiCiently low. The vacuum spaces in 
these two vessels can either be empty or be filled with powdered insu-
lation . Since powders , such as si l ica aerogel and pearlite, are 
relatively opaque to thermal radiation, they act as radiation shields. 
The third vessel is a conventionally insulated tank. The loss rate of 
such a vessel is far too gr eat for a long-term storage tank. This type 
of vessel can be used for short times, however. Heat leaks into such a 
tank are discussed in the next paper . On the basis of the points dis-
cussed and other consider ations , the center tank with a powder-filled 
vacuum space is the most pr actical for large-scale long-term storage. 
The next operationa l step is to move the li,quid hydrogen from the 
storage area to the airplane. This can be accomplished in one of two 
ways, either by pipeline or by trailer truck. Design studies by the 
Bureau of Standards indicate that liquid hydrogen can be piped for a 
number of miles if the flow rate is very high and the line is in 
continuous service. For small- scale operations, transportation of liquid 
hydrogen in t railers is more feasible. Such a trailer would be similar 
i n const ruction to the storage tanks. 
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For transfer of liquid hydrogen from one vessel to another, special 
t ransfer tubing is required. This tubing is generally vacuum-insulated. 
Figure 8 shows a cross section through a joint for such a tube, which 
consists of an inner flow tube, a vacuum space, and an outer tube. A 
bellows is used to compensate for differential contraction. The unit 
can be made flexible by using bellows for the entire inner and outer 
tube s. The joint shown is a bayonet type and is designed for low heat 
leak. Thin stainless steel is used for the bayonet parts. The liquid 
hydrogen is prevented from Circulating in the clearance space by a close 
radial tolerance or by a partial seal at point A. Therefore, the 
clearance volume is filled with stagnant gas, and heat can leak only by 
conduc'tion over a long path. The positive seal is made by a conventional 
neoprene a -ring. 
In figure 9, liquid-hydrogen fuel is about to be transferred from 
the fuel trailer to the aircraft wing tank. The fuel trailer is in place, 
and the vacuum-jacketed transfer line is as sembled. The remote vent 
system will be connected to the tank vent. The fuel is transferred from 
the trailer by pressurizing the trailer tank. The hydrogen gas boiled 
off in the aircraft tank during filling is carried away by the vent 
system and discharged to the atmosphere in a remote location. Regular 
aircraft mechanics carry out the fuel-transfer operation. During the 
loading procedure the liquid hydrogen is filtered. In spite of many 
purification steps taken during liquefaction, crystals are found in 
the liquid fuel. Analysis of one batch of crystals that was collected 
revealed that nigrogen was the principal impurity. The total contami-
nation is estimated to be only a few parts per million. 
The handling of the aircraft after it has been fueled but before 
takeoff is also a problem, because, if the tanks are sealed and no fuel 
is being used, heat leak causes the tank pressuere to build up to an 
excessive value. In order to prevent pressure buildup, the tanks should 
remain connected to the vent system until the ,engines are about to be 
started for takeoff. As soon as the engines start using fuel, tank 
pressure ceases to be a problem. 
Finally, how should an airplane be handled after returning from a 
flight ? One proposed method would be as follows : Because such an air-
craft would land with some liquid fue l in its tanks, for economy, the 
remaining liquid fuel would be transferred to storage. Since the tanks 
would then contain very cold hydrogen gas, if they were sealed off the 
pressure would rise exces sively as the tanks became warmer. If the 
tanks are connected to a gas holder instead of being sealed, the gas 
holder will take the excess gas and will maintain constant positive 
pressure in the system . No air could leak into such a system, but 
hydrogen could leak out and fill the aircraft structure with a combust-
ible mixture . To protect the aircraft against such leaks, it can be 
force -ventilated, and the interior of the aircraft can be monitored with 
combustibles detectors. 
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Conclusions 
The f ollowing conclusions can be stated: 
(1) The many peculiar properties of hydrogen are well known and 
are reported in the literature. 
(2) Suitable materials and fabrication methods exist for using 
liquid hydrogen, and some experience has already been gained in the 
construction of this type of equipment. 
(3) Liquid- hydrogen fueling procedures can be carried out by 
competent aircr aft mechanics . 
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5 . AIRPLANE TANKAGE PROBLEMS WITH LIQUID HYDROGEN 
By Solomon Weiss, Thaine W. Reynolds, and Loren W. Acker 
Because of its low boiling temperature, liquid hydrogen must be 
stored in an . insulated tank to prevent losses . Therefore, people concerned 
with prolonged ground storage of liquid hydrogen have built several types 
of containers employing the insulating qualit ies of a vacuum jacket. 
Although these tanks meet the requirements for extended ground storage, 
the method of construction produces a tank that is too heavy to be con-
sidered for aircraft use. Fortunately, the time during which the aircraft 
tanks require good insulating qualities is relatively short. During 
flight, the aircraft engine will consume hydrogen faster than it can be 
vaporized, even with a poorly insulated tank. However, when the airplane 
is on the ground and the engines are not operating, heat leak through the 
tank walls causes the hydrogen to vaporize; then hydrogen must be lost 
overboard to prevent high tank pressures. 
Since the problem of storage on the aircraft involves factors dif-
ferent from those encountered with protracted ground storage, a tank 
could be designed with a relatively lightweight insulating material. 
Tanks of the type shown in figure 1 have been investigated experimentally 
at the NACA Lewis laboratory in order to gain an appreciation of some of 
the factors involved in the design of tanks insulated with a foamed plastic 
material. These tanks consist of a thin metallic inner shell covered with 
a lightweight, low- thermal-conductivity foamed plastic insulation and an 
outer covering to enclose the insulation and protect it against air 
erosion. The inner-shell material, the quality of the insulation, the 
atmosphere surrounding the tank in the insulation space, and the state of 
motion of the liquid hydrogen within the inner shell were studied to 
determine their influence on the heat-leak performance of an external 
wingtip tank. 
Tanks of this type depend largely on the material surrounding the 
shell for insulation from heat conducted radially into the tank. However, 
as the liquid level of the tank declines, heat that is conducted through 
the insulation above the liquid level can be conducted down into the 
liquid by the metal inner liner. The importance of this conduction by 
the liner was one of the points investigated with the simple vessel shown 
in figure 2. This apparatus consists of a block of Styrofoam machined 
out to receive open-top cylinders of test materials. This assembly is 
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placed in a stainless- steel shell. Heat-leak rates are calculated from 
the gas boiloff history of the liquid nitrogen that is used in the inner 
liner . Liquid levels are determined from thermocouples on the liner walls ~ 
or from gas - meter readings. Experiments were conducted with an aluminum 
liner, representing a high-thermal- conductivity material, and a stainless-
steel liner, representing a low- thermal-conductivity material. Tests 
simulating a tank with the insulation applied on the inside were made with 
no liner in the Styrofoam block. 
Results of boiloff experiments are shown in figure 3 . At the full-
tank level, there can be no conduction of heat along the walls of the 
inner liner, since the temperature throughout the tank is uniform. There-
fore, at the full-tank condition, the thermal conductivity of the inner 
liner is not an important factor . At this level the total heat-leak rate 
into the liquid is about 128 Btu per hour for all three conditions. This 
rate, calculated from gas boiloff data, was predicted from the known 
heat -transfer properties of the surrounding insulation. 
With a decline in liquid level, the thermal conductivity of the liner 
material influences the quantity of heat conducted into the liquid, as 
shown by the slopes of the curves . The heat -leak rates for the two low-
thermal- conductivity materials (stainless steel and no liner) decrease 
in direct proportion to the decrease in liquid level or wetted area; but 
the heat - leak rate for the high- thermal-conductivity material (aluminum) 
does not decrease as rapidly with a lowering of liquid level . Because of 
the -higher conductivity of aluminum, a larger proportion of the heat 
flow through the insulation above the liquid level is conducted along 
the aluminum walls and down into the liquid than is conducted by the 
lower- conductivity materials . The significance of low thermal conductivity 
declines as the surface- to- volume ratio de-creases. For wingtip tanks, 
which have long, slender proportions and consequently high surface-to-
volume ratios, these considerations are important . 
The liner and insulation in this apparatus are covered with a metal 
shell that isolates the Styrofoam from the surrounding air. Because of 
its weight, this metal cover would not be practicable for a wingtip tank, 
but instead a lightweight shell capable of protecting the Styrofoam from 
air erosion would be employed . In tank studies at the Lewis laboratory, 
a lightweight shell made of resin- impregnated Fiberglas was used. Since 
this structure exhibits a relatively high degree of porosity, the space 
within the insulation chamber will "breathe" with changes in atmospheric 
conditions . To study characteristics of this kind of tank, the apparatus 
shown in figure 4 was used . The essential difference between this rig and 
the one shown in figure 2 is that the outer shell is made of Fiberglas 
instead of stainless steel . 
When liquid hydrogen is put into the inner shell, the air in the 
insulation chamber condenses . As air condensation progresses, the pressure 
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in this space is reduced, and more air is drawn in through the porous 
outer covering. Heat released by the condensation of air causes a more 
rapid vaporization of the liquid hydrogen in the t ank. In addition to 
the increase in heat leak, this phenomenon results in an additional tank 
weight because of the liquid air in the insulat i on cbamber. An alternative 
to building the insulation space vacuum-tight so that no air can enter is 
to introduce into the chamber a gas that is noncondensable at these tem-
peratures, such as helium. 
Results of experiments made with an air atmosphere and with a hel ium 
atmosphere in the insulation jacket are compared in figure 5. With helium 
in the jacket, heat leak declines with liquid level, as in similar earlier 
experiments where condensation of air was not involved. With air in the 
jacket, the initial heat-leak rate is 28 percent higher than it is with 
helium in the jacket because of the condensation of air around the outside 
of the tank. As the layer of condensed air develops, the rate of further 
condensation declines and the curve of heat- leak rate approaches the hel ium 
curve. Since the thermal conductivity of helium is much higher than that 
of air, the over-all thermal conductivity of the insulation increases about 
20 percent when helium i s used . Even with this increase in conductivity, 
the heat - leak rate into the tank with helium in the jacket is less than 
that with condensing air. The matter of conversion of ortho to para 
hydrogen was not an important factor in these heat-leak studies because 
of the short durations of these experiments. 
While the airplane is on the ground , the loss of hydrogen gas due 
to heat leak into the liquid can be avoided if the tank is built to with-
stand increases in pressure. It is then possible to keep the tank outlet 
closed until heat leak into the tank has r aised the internal pressure 
to the design limit of the tank. At this time gaseous hydrogen must be 
bled off from the tank to restore the pressure to safe values. In fl i ght, 
all or most of this gas i s used by the engines and constitutes no waste. 
However, when the airplane is on the ground, this gaseous hydrogen is 
lost overboard, resulting in decreased airplane range. The time elapsed 
between tank filling and the first venting off of gaseous hydrogen is 
the so- called "no-loss" time for the tank. For airplane ground operations, 
it is obviously desirable to have this no- loss time as long as possible. 
In this connection it is useful to review briefly what happens in 
a tank filled with liquid hydrogen in which the tank valve has been closed. 
A curve of the equilibrium vapor pressure and temperature for liquid 
hydrogen is shown in figure 6. Assume that a tank contains liquid hydrogen 
at a temperature of 36.50 R and, therefore, a pressure of 14.7 pounds per 
square inch absolute . If the tank is closed so that no gas escapes, 
heat leaking into the liquid through t he i nsulation is absorbed as sensibl e 
heat by the liquid t o raise its temperature and consequently its vapor 
pressure . The curve (fig. 6) indicates that for each temperature there 
is a corr esponding pressure . For example, if the liquid temperature 
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increases from 36 . 50 to 42 . 50 R, the vapor pressure of the liquid should 
incr ease f r om 14 . 7 to ab out 35 pounds per square inch absolute. With 
this infor mation and the measured heat leak into the tank, it is possible 
to calculate a pr es sure - time h i story for the tank. 
The pressure rise in a wingtip aircraft tank filled with liquid 
hydrogen was studied under conditions simulating an airplane waiting to 
take off . The results (fig. 7) show a wide departure from the calculated 
pressure rise . I n or der to det e rmine t he reason for this discrepancy, 
liquid- hydrogen temperat ures were measured at various levels within a 
tank . One temperature profile is shown in the lower part of figure 8. 
The tank was filled to approximately the 7.5- inch level, and the vent valve 
was closed. Heat leaking into the liquid caused its temperature to rise . 
The corr esponding rise in pressure i s shown in the upper part of figure 
8. According t o cal culations based on heat- transfer properties, the 
pressure should have risen as indicated by the calculated curve. However, 
the actual pr essure r ise was much more rapid . 
The temperature profile at the maximum pressure of 39 pounds per 
square inch absolute is shown by the solid curve in the lower part of 
figure 8 . The temperature close to the interface between liquid and gas 
corr esponds to an equilibrium vapor pr essure of 39 pounds per square 
inch absolute (fig . 6), but near the bottom of the tank the temperature 
of the liquid corr esponds to an equilibrium vapor pressure of only 23 . 5 
pounds per square inch absolute. This temperature stratification accounts 
for the discrepancy between the predicted and experimental pressure- time 
curves . 
This unde sirable rapid pressure rise can be avoided if temperature 
stratification is prevented . One way to prevent stratification is to 
keep the flu id mi xed . When the fluid was mixed by agitating the liquid, 
the pressure dr opped f r om 39 pounds per square inch absolute to about 
the calculated pressure ; and the r esulting temperature profile is nearly 
uniform, as shown by the circles in the lower part of figure 8 . Then the 
temperature of the entire liquid mass corresponds to a vapor pressure in 
the tank accor ding to the pressure-temperature equilibrium curve. 
Even though the wingtip fuel tank that was built for liquid- hydrogen 
use in the NACA flight program incorporated the results of these studies, 
a weight compr omise was still necessary for a useful tank . The previous 
paper indicates that the strengt h of stainless steel increases with de-
clining temperature . However, experiments show that wall temperatures 
in the gas space above the liquid may be as much as 2000 R higher than 
the temperature of the liquid . Therefore, the design stress of the inner 
metal liner must be based on the highest tank temperature anticipated. 
In order to provide a margin of safety, room-temperature strength was 
chosen for the inner metal liner of the wingtip tank. Furthermore, because 
tanks of this type must be rigid and because proper fuel-system operation 
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requires a tank pressure 50 pJunds per square inch above atmospheric, an 
inner-shell thickness of 0 . 050 inch was necessary. This heavy-gage material 
results in a r atio of tank weight to fuel weight of about 1.0, which is 
undesirable for flight . However, since this weight did not handicap 
flight efforts and did provide a large margin of safety, the weight 
compromise was accepted . 
The wingtip tank, shown in figure 9, is about 23 feet long and 30 
inches in diameter and has a 430- gallon capacity. The inner shell is 
made of stainless steel. It is covered with a 2-inch-thick insulation 
of low-thermal-conductivity lightweight Styrofoam to provide a reasonable 
heat-leak rate while the airplane i s on the ground. This insulation is 
applied in two l-inch layers . Since the contraction rate of Styrofoam 
is considerably greater than that of stainless steel, the steel shell 
and the insulation are not bonded . Joints made necessary by the sectional 
application of the insulation are tongued and lapped to allow for movement 
during contraction. In order to lengthen heat-leak paths, the second 
'layer of Styrofoam is applied so that its joints do not coincide with 
the joints of the inner layer. Four layers of resin-impregnated Fiberglas 
compose the outer shell. A thin sheet of aluminum foil is installed between 
the insulation and the Fiberglas to preclude the disintegrating effects 
of the resin on the Styrofoam . To prevent air condensation, arrangements 
a re made to maintain helium at positive pressure in the insulation space 
during filling and flight operations. The wingtip tank in figure 9 is 
not complicated with an agitation mechanism to stir the liquid, since 
desired no-loss time can be achieved even though temperature stratification 
is permitted . 
In order to compare experimental operation of this tank with predicted 
heat-leak values, a heat - leak test was made with liquid hydrogen in the 
tank . The results are shown in figure 10. When the tank is full, the 
maximum heat- leak rate is 5400 Btu per hour, which is consistent with the 
calculated heat leak based on the heat-transfer properties of the tank 
materials . The instantaneous rate of fuel loss corresponding to the heat-
leak rate is also shown in figure 10. At the highest heat-leak rate, 
the fuel - loss rate is approximately 27 pounds per hour. This is equivalent 
to a 3-minute loss of flying time at the cruise altitude of 50,000 feet 
for each hour the airplane tank is vented on the ground. 
In summary, these experiments indicate the following: 
(1) Heat - leak rates for tanks insulated with foamed-plastic mate-
rials can be predicted from known heat - transfer properties. Purging the 
insulat ion space with helium gas prevents air condensation but results 
in an incr ease in the effective thermal conductivity of the inSUlation. 
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(2) Pressure - rise data Ehow a tendency for temperature stratification 
of the liquid that results in a no - loss time less than the calculated time. 
Agitating the liquid prevents this temperature stratification and increases 
the no- loss time cons i stent with the measured heat - leak rate. 
(3) steep temperature gradients are present in the metal walls above 
the liquid level; ther efore, the tank must be designed for lower stresses 
than would be permissible if the metal were at the temperature of the 
liquid hydrogen . 
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6. Aircraft Fuel System For Liquid Hydrogen 
By Paul M. Ordin, David B. Fenn, and Edward W. Otto 
The NACA has conducted a special project in order to study the use 
of liquid-hydrogen fuel for jet bombers, in addition to the work with 
liquid hydrogen as a high-energy fuel described in the preceding papers. 
The design of the aircraft fuel system for liquid hydrogen in the B57 
bomber began in January, 1956. During the time the NACA has been engaged 
in this project, studies have been .completed on the aircraft system in 
the altitude facility, on the installation of the system in the B57 air-
craft, and on the operation of the aircraft on hydrogen fuel at an alti-
tude of over 49,000 feet and a Mach number of 0.72. 
The flight and design problems considered in the project were as 
fol lows: 
(1) A dual-fuel system to faci litate the operation of one of the 
two J65 engines in the B57 aircraft with both JP-4 and hydrogen fuels. 
This dual-fuel feature permitted takeoff and climb on JP-4 fuel followed 
by a change to hydrogen fuel at the desired altitude. In addition, the 
reduced fuel requirements at high altitude permitted maximum flight time 
on the available hydrogen fuel. 
(2) A simple and accurate fuel control that could be developed in a 
short time. Such a control was believed possible with an automatic rather 
than a separate manual control system . In conjunction with the control 
problem, the existing JP-4 fuel aircr aft -control system was to be uti-
lized to regulate the hydrogen flow. 
(3) Safety in handling on the ground and in flight, and in the use 
of satisfactory lines, fittings, tanks, and related equipment compatible 
with the space available in the airplane. The aim here was to keep modi-
fications to the present aircraft at a minimum. 
A basic flow system which helps to indicate the areas of study and 
development is shown schematically in figure 1. The hydrogen is stored 
as a liquid in the aircraft tank. The aircraft tank, discussed in the 
preceding paper, was designed to hold about 430 gallons of liquid hydro-
gen. The fuel system was a helium-gas pressure-fed system, because an 
aircraft pump for liquid hydrogen did not exist. Vacuum-jacketed 
plumbing was used t o contain the liquid hydrogen from the tank to the 
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heat exchanger . The heat exchanger was designed only ~o vaporize the 
hydrogen and was considered because the fuel-control problem would be 
simpler if a gas rather than a two- phase mixture of liquid and gas was 
used . In addition} the use of a heat exchanger might permit the applica-
tion of the cold-sink potentialities of hydrogen. Ram air rather than 
compressor bleed or exhaust gas was used to vaporize the fuel. The cold 
hydrogen gas} about 500 R} enters the special fuel regulator. The hydro-
gen regulator was designed to use the existing JP-4 fuel control loop 
system in order to regulate the flow of hydrogen; the regulator is a 
ratio control device which uses the controlled JP-4 fuel to control the 
flow of hydrogen. The controlled hydrogen flow enters the manifold and 
then the combustor which was modified for both JP-4 and hydrogen fuel 
operation. The main areas of study were the liquid fuel tank} ram-air 
heat exchanger} hydrogen regulator} and combustor modification. 
The construction of the hydrogen tank and the results of the heat 
leak and pressure rise studies are presented in the preceding paper. 
From the tank pressurized with helium gas} the liquid hydrogen flowed 
into the bottom of the heat exchanger. The heat exchanger was designed 
of commercially available core materials and is shown schematically in 
figure 2. The heat exchanger consisted of 28 integral-finned copper 
tubes} 5/8- inch diameter} a length of 1 foot} and also had seven l~­
inch-diameter fins per inch . The integral-fin tubes were selected because 
separation of the fins from the parent tube can sometimes occur at low 
temperatures when they are swaged or attached by other means. 
The liquid hydrogen then entered the bottom manifold} was vaporized 
and collected in the upper manifold . The manifolds were constructed of 
stainless steel} and the copper tubes silver soldered to the manifold 
plates. This heat exchanger was designed to vaporize 500 pounds of hydro-
gen per hour ; the fuel requirements for one engine at a 50}000-foot alti-
tude and Mach 0.75 with a ram-air flow of 1.75 pounds per second. In 
addition} the heat exhanger was sized to insure an outlet-air temperature 
above that of liquefaction in order to prevent the accumulation of liquid 
air in the exchanger . The experimental results indicated that an airflow 
of 1.45 pounds per second was re~uired to vaporize the fuel completely} 
and the resultant exit- air temperature under these conditions was 3740 R} 
about 2000 R above li~uefaction temperature. 
Almost no experimental data exists for heat exchangers designed for 
the vaporization of li~uid hydrogen} therefore} during the investigation 
over-all heat-transfer coefficients for various fuel flows were obtained. 
Studies of heat-transfer data through the heat exchanger indicated at 
least one area of fundamental work which should be investigated. The 
area for study was cold-hydrogen temperature measurement in a flowing 
system. Carbon resistors rather than thermocouples were used for measur-
ing these low temperatures. The temperature-millivolt output relation 
for thermocouples and carbon resistors is indicated on figure 3. 
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For the copper-constantan thermocouple , a very small output is ob -
t ained for a large change in temperature at a low t emper ature r ange of 
500 to 1500 R. For the carbon resistors, where the change in resistance 
is important, for the same temperature range , a consider ably greater sig-
nal is available. However, even with the increased output with carbon 
r esistors, there was still some dif f i culty in obt aining accurate values 
of the exit-fuel temperatures. The fuel temperatures were used to deter-
mine the experimental values of heat-transfe r coeff icients . The coeffi-
cients were calculated from the measured over-all heat balance; that is, 
from the airflow t hrough the heat exchanger and its temper ature drop and 
f rom the fuel flow and its temperature rise. 
The heat-transfer coefficients were f air ly constant through a wide 
r ange of fuel flows and indicated a value of about 65 Bt u per hour per 
square foot of t ube surface per ~ for the des igned fuel and airflow. 
The results of the heat-exchanger studies i ndicate that hydrogen is a 
r e l atively normal boiling liquid, and by using s t andard engineering pr ac-
t ice in design, desired results will occur. As shown by figure 3, the 
cold gas leaves the heat exchanger and enters t he special fuel regulator . 
The special fuel regulator is actually an addition t o the existing JP-4 
control system and uses the JP-4 control system t o r egulate the flow of 
hydrogen fuel. 
The regulated flow of hydrogen f uel is shown i n figure 4. The normal 
JP-4 fuel system pumps the f uel from t he t ank through the automatic fuel 
control, which is a hydraulic devi ce, and t hen into the engine . The 
existing system i s utilized by i nstalling a fuel - ratio meter in the closed 
loop. This ratio meter i s shown on figure 4 and would adjust the hydro-
gen flow according to the JP-4 f low. I n order to use the controlled JP-4 
flow t o operate a ratio meter, the JP-4 fue l flow was bypassed from the 
engine through the special fuel meter. When the engine is operating on 
hydrogen fuel, the JP-4 f uel i s bypassed t hrough the ratio meter, and the 
s t andard JP-4 control on the engi ne performs the normal function of main-
taining a set speed when hydrogen f uel is burned . 
The fuel-rat i o meter cons i st s of t wo separate chambers and is shown 
schematically in figure 5 . The JP-4 fuel f lows thr ough one part of the 
regulator, which contains an orifice for setting up a pressure drop as 
a function of flow and als o a piston which senses t he drop . The force 
developed is then transmitted through a sealed connection lever (with a 
ratio of 1) to the hydrogen side of t he r egulator , which contains an 
or i fice, piston, and val ve as sembl y. The hydrogen flow through the regu-
lator acts on the piston to set up a bal anCing f orce. Any change in JP-4 
flow will change the f orces applied t o t he piston and thus requires a 
change in hydrogen fuel flow to r e -establish equili brium. With the re-
qui red increase in f uel flow, a great er fo r ce is exerted on the JP-4 
piston, and this f orce i s transmitted t o the hydrogen fuel side, opening 
the valve further. In t h is manner, a unit , which would control the 
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hydrogen flow in a constant ratio to the flow of JP-4 fuel) was obtained. 
The ratio used was that of the heating values of the two fuels and was 
determined by selecting suitable values for the orifice and piston areas. 
Because the weight flow of hydrogen fuel depends on the density) it was 
necessary to incorporate a density compensator . As shown on figure 5) 
the method selected was to adjust the orifice areas with a helium-filled 
phosphor bronze bellows . 
The controlled liquid- hydrogen gas flow continues from the regulator 
through the manifold into the combustor . A schematic drawing of the 
original combustor prior to any modifications for burning hydrogen is 
shown on figure 6 . Figure 6 shows a section through the combustor. The 
combustor is a prevaporizer - type unit in which the JP- 4 fuel enters 
through a 1/4- inch tube into the vaporizer tube . The JP- 4 fuel is va-
porized) mixed with primary air } and burned . The engine contains 36 va-
porizer tubes} and each tube contains a 1/4- inch JP- 4 fuel tube . The J65 
engine combustor was modified for use with either JP- 4 or hydrogen fuel 
by the addition of a second 1/ 4 - inch tube for each vaporizer tube . The 
36 1/4- inch hydr ogen-fuel tubes were fed from an external manifold . A 
photograph looking into the inlet of the modified combustor is shown in 
figure 7 . The JP- 4 fuel enter s the vaporizer tubes through the straight 
tubes} and the hydrogen fuel enters through the bent tubes. The only 
engine modification was the addition of the hydrogen-fuel tubes and 
manifold . 
Prior to the installation of the hydrogen fuel system in the aircraft} 
the complete engine flow system was investigated in our full - scale alti-
tude facility. A photograph of the engine installation in the test 
chamber is shown in figur e 8 . The system contains all our flight equip-
ment and is coupled to/ the flight engine . The liquid fuel is forced out 
of the tank by means of helium gas pressure . The liquid- fuel tank and 
pressurizing systems are located outside the building. With the tank 
pressuriz~d } the liquid flows through the vacuum jacketed lines to the 
bottom of the heat exchanger . Dry refrigerated air} simulating the ram-
air conditions encountered in flight } is passed over the heat exchanger 
to vaporize the fuel . The cold- hydrogen gas is then passed through the 
flow regulator and then into the engine . 
During the altitude -tests } over 40 transitions from JP- 4 to hydrogen 
fuel wer e completed . A typical plot of engine speed against time during 
the t r ans i tion with the engine initially operating on JP- 4 fuel at sim-
ulated altitude of 50}000 fee t and Mach 0.75 is shown by figure 9. Prior 
to the introduction of hydrogen) the hydrogen fuel line is purged with 
helium gas to remove any air} mOisture} or for eign matter. The next step 
involves the oper ation of the engine on both JP- 4 and hydrogen fuel and 
is accomplished by bypassing some of the JP- 4 fuel through the hydrogen 
regulator and opening the main hydrogen valves . The dual flow into the 
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combustor begins with an initial drop in speed as is indicated on figure 
9. This drop in speed occurs while the JP-4 fuel return line and hydrogen 
line are being filled . During this time, the hydrogen fuel lines and 
manifold must be cooled .sufficiently to pass sufficient fuel for dual 
operation . The operation of the engine on hydrogen fuel only occurs 
when the main JP- 4 fuel valve to the engine is closed and all the JP-4 
fuel is bypassed through the hydrogen regulator. The engine speed is 
varied in the normal manner by varying the JP-4 fuel throttle position. 
The fuel transition discussed herein is typical of most of the runs 
made, however, during a few runs, fluctuations in engine speed for a short 
period during the transition to hydrogen operation were obtained. A 
plot, showing the change in speed during a fuel transition in which some 
fluctuations occurred, is shown in figure 10. The speed fluctuations 
always decreased after 4 to 6 minutes of operation, after which speed 
could be changed and throttle bursts performed, then the speed would 
respond in the normal way . Fluctuat i ons in engine speed are probably due 
to unsteady boiling in the heat exchanger which causes a rapid change in 
the level of liquid in the heat - exchanger tubes. Further research is 
required to obtain a better understanding of the unsteady boiling problem. 
In previous papers, the importance of temperature profiles were in-
dicated, and the temperature distribution at the turbine inlet for the 
modified engine was under consideration. A comparison of typical radial 
temperature profiles measured at the turbine inlet for both JP-4 and hy-
drogen fuel is shown in figure 11 . The engine was operated at an a ltitude 
of 50,000 feet and a flight Mach number of 0.75 at the limiting turbine-
outlet temperature. The temperature profiles in the radial direction are 
nearly identical for JP-4 and hydrogen fuels. To obtain a check on the 
uniformity of the hydrogen- fuel injection, measurements were a lso obtained 
of the circumferential temperature distribution. The results of the 
measurements are shown in figure 12 and no great effect was indicated by 
changing the fuel. The temperature spread for the JP-4 fuel is normal 
for the engine operation. 
The effect of engine changes on the net thrust developed was studied, 
and on figure 13 the net thrust as a function of engine speed for opera-
tion of both fuels at an altitude of 50,000 feet is shown. As discussed 
in a previous paper, because of the different gas properties resulting 
f rom the comb~stion of the fuels, the net thrust at a given engine speed 
and fixed ex~aust-nozzle area is lower with hydrogen than JP-4 fuel. 
With a fixed efhaust-nozzle area sized to give limiting temperature at 
sea-level rated- speed conditions, the J65 engine burning JP-4 fuel at 
50,000 feet reaches limiting turbine-outlet temperatures at about 8100 
rpm; at these conditions, the thrust is about 1190 pounds. With hydrogen 
fuel, at the same altitude conditions , the engine reaches the same 
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turbine-inlet temperature at an engine speed of 8240 rpm. At this speed) 
a thrust of 1180 pounds is reached; the limited mechanical rated speed of 
the engine is 8300 rpm. With the added fuel system, a 10-pound drop in 
thrus t occurred, but some of the gains to be realized with hydrogen fuel) 
as expected from its heating value, are shown in figure 14. Figure 14 is 
a plot of specific - fuel consumption against engine speed for the two 
fuels . A specific- fuel consumption of about 1.2 was measured for JP-4 
fuel, and 0 .44 pound per hydrogen fuel per pound of thrust for hydrogen 
fuel was recorded . 
In the altitude tank studies, a total of about 30 hours with hydrogen 
fuel on three differ ent J65 engines was accumulated with a maximum of 20 
hours on one engine . Inspection of the combustor and turbine stator 
indicated no deterioration . 
The results of the studies in the altitude facility indicated that 
there was a wor kable flight system, and the pilots, who operated the 
system in the altitude tank, wer e convi nced that the next phase of the 
program, the flight installation, could be handled. 
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Figure 8 . - Engine installation in altitude tank. 
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7 . FLIGHT EXPERIENCE WITH LIQUID HYDROGEN 
By Donald R. Mulholland, J oseph S . Algranti, and William V. Gough, Jr. 
The objectives of the flight -test phase of the NACA liquid-hydrogen 
research program were, fir st, to construct a workable fuel system and 
demonstrate its feasibility during flight; and second, to uncover areas 
in which laboratory research can best be applied to further the work in 
this field . 
• 
• 
• 
The flight plan for the program was to operate one engine of a B-57 
airplane with hydrogen during cruise at approximately 50,000 feet alti-
tude. The climb and descent were to be made on JP fuel. Operation with 
hydrogen fuel for these flights was to be only long enough to establish 
complete and satisfactory operation of the engine at altitude. This per-
mitted the use of a reasonably sized fuel tank for the B-57 airplane. 
In the laboratory facility, the hydrogen system to supply the J65 
engine was tailored to duplicate the installation planned for the B-57 
airplane . Therefore, the aircraft fuel system contained almost identi-
cal features of the laboratory installation. The fuel-line length was 
the same , and the fuel tank with the pylon plumbing, the heat exchanger, 
the special fuel regulator, and the engine were actually transferred to 
the aircraft installation. These steps were taken in an effort to en-
sure, as far as possible, a fully tested system for the flight 
application . 
A cutaway view of the special fuel system in the B-57 aircraft is 
shown in figure 1. The fuel tank is mounted on the left wing tip. The 
vacuum- jacketed liquid-fuel line extends inboard from the tip just aft 
of the single main spar to the gunbay compartment, then forward and down-
ward into the bottom of the heat exchanger. The gaseous fuel is con-
ducted from the top of the heat exchanger through an unjacketed line to 
the special fuel regulator and then through an inboard rib to the special 
fuel manifold surrounding the engine. The helium supply necessary for 
pressurizing the fuel tank and purging the fuel system is carried in a 
tank on the right wing tip. Figure 2 is a photograph of the B-57 air-
plane with the equipment installed ready for flight. Tbe ram airscoop 
for the heat exchanger is mounted under the left wing just outboard of 
the engine nacelle . 
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The wing-tip location was chosen for the fuel tank for two reasons. 
First ) it was desirable) for this first flight attempt) to provide a fuel 
tank that could be dropped) and the wing tip was considered the best 
aerodynamic location for proper separation. Secondly) as a safety meas-
ure) the fuel supply and the vent pipe were kept as far from the engine 
as possible. 
The hydrogen fuel tank and the pylon are shown in figure 3. Details 
of the fuel -tank construction) including type of structural material and 
insulation) are given in paper 5. The tank is supported on the wing tip 
by a standard bomb rack installed in the pylon. The vent tube extends 
along the top of the rear section and exhausts at the aft tip of the 
tank. This tube is used for venting gas as necessary to stay under the 
maximum tank pressure and also for dumping the liquid from the tank when 
necessary. A standard intercostal construction is used inside the shell 
along the top of the tank for support) and inverted U-bolts hold the tank 
to the bomb rack. 
The tank is approximately 23 feet long and 30 inches in diameter. 
1 The standard tank used on the B- 57 aircraft is only 142 feet long . 
Therefore) some aerodynamic flight testing was required to determine the 
feasibility of using the larger tanks on this aircraft. One of the dum-
my tanks us ed for aerodynamic flight tests is shown in figure 4. This 
is actually an F-84 wing-tip tank modified with additional cylindrical 
sections to make the length similar to that of the hydrogen fuel tank . 
Steel pipes are mounted inside the t ank to provide for the proper moment 
of inertia . Several flights with these dummy tanks established that the 
airplane operation would not be impaired by the use of the larger wing-
tip tanks for the flight conditions r equired for these tests . 
Studies were also made to determine the separation characteristics 
of the fuel tank) should it become necessary to drop the tank. Calcula-
tions indicated that the tank should nose upward and translate outward at 
the time of separation from the wing tip. Drop tests with a scale model 
of the wing section and the tank were performed in a wind tunnel to verify 
these results. Moving pictures rec orded the model tank drops in the tun-
nel at simulated lOw- and high- speed conditions for the B- 57 airplane. 
These pictures were taken in slow motion from three different positions to 
show the tank separation. The tunnel tests verified the results of the 
calculations . No tank drops have been made during flight) since the 
flight operations never required disposing of the fuel tank . 
In designing the fuel system) as much of the control plumbing as 
possible was kept in the outboard area . All the control valves were 
placed in the pylon along with the bomb rack) except one shutoff valve 
that was installed near the engine. The pylon containing the special 
valves and fittings) along with the dip tube) is shown in figure 5. The 
liquid- control valves shown in the rear part of the pylon are standard 
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pneumatic valves actuated by helium gas at a pressure of 150 pounds per 
square inch . This type of pneumatic valve had formerly been used for han-
dling liquid oxygen. The helium- control valves are shown in the front 
part of the pylon. 
Figure 6 is a simplified drawing of the fuel lines in the pylon. 
The dip tube, which extends into the tank, is a double-walled tUDe that 
serves not only as a dip tube but also as a capacitance liquid-level 
measuring device. Three separate lines extend into the dip-tube opening, 
one for pressurizing the tank with helium, the second for venting off 
the gas as the tank preasure builds up, and the third connected to the 
dip tube for flowing the liquid into or out of the tank. The tank is 
manually vented as required through operation of the pneumatically oper-
ated vent valve. A pressure-relief valve is provided around the vent 
valve to relieve the tank in case the vent valve should not open. Fur-
ther, a blowout disk is installed at a second opening in the tank so that 
the liquid will be forced from the tank through a second dip tube in case 
other means of pressure relief fail. To date, the vent valve has always 
f unctioned satisfactorily and it has been operated many times. To jet-
tison the liquid from the tank, a second pneumatic valve is opened so 
that the liquid will be forced out through the standard dip tube and ex-
hausted through the vent tube at the rear of the tank. To fill the tank, 
this same line is disconnected at the rear of the pylon and attached to 
a transfer line from a supply tank. To flow fuel to the engine, a third 
pneumatic valve is opened to connect the dip tube to the main fuel line. 
The main liquid-fuel line is a specially constructed vacuum-jacketed 
l ine. Special metal-to-metal flanges with double O-ring metal seals are 
used to connect sections of the liquid line. A drawing of this type of 
flanged joint is shown in figure 7. The joint is composed of two flat-
faced flanges held together with a V-band clamp. The two hollow metal 
O- rings provide a double seal . A vent tube is connected to an annulus 
between the two O-rings to vent any leakage past either O-ring to a safe 
external low-pressure area. Although this joint is not a low-heat-leak 
joint, it is particularly applicable to the aircraft installation, since 
it requires very little space for assembly as compared to the bayonet-
type joints normally available on the commercial market. 
The heat-exchanger installation on the aircraft is shown in figure 
8. The basic heat-exchanger construction is discussed in the preceding 
paper. The vacuum-jacketed liquid line is connected to the bottom of the 
heat exchanger, and the unjacketed cold gas line is connected to a simi-
lar manifold on the top. The heat exchanger is mounted so that it pro-
jects about halfway below the wing skin in order that a ram airs coop can 
be easily installed over the heat exchanger. The ram-airscoop installa-
tion in figure 9 shows the ram opening on the front of the scoop; a sim-
ilar exit opening is at the rear. 
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The fuel regulator and fuel manifold around the engine are identical 
to those used in the laboratory installation and are fully described in 
the previous papers . 
The helium stor age tank mounted on the right wing tip is shown in 
figure 10 . Twenty- four Fiberglas spheres were used to store the helium 
necessary for purging and pressurization. These spheres were mounted in 
one of the dummy tanks used earlier for the aerodynamic tests. The 
spheres were charged to 3000 pounds per square inch. Twenty-two of 
the spheres were used for the normal helium supply) and two were reserved 
for emergency use . 
All controls for operating the special equipment are mounted in the 
rear cockpit of the airplane as shown in figure 11. The master control 
switch and indicating lights for all the valves and the standard indica-
tors for engine exhaust temperature) engine speed) and JP flow are pro-
vided . In addition) indicators were inst a lled for hydrogen fuel l evel ) 
fuel-tank pressure) helium supply pressures) combustible-gas alarm) and 
other miscellaneous equipment . 
Of the many precautionary measures taken for safety) some have been 
mentioned) such as the location of the fue l tank with respect to the en-
gine) the "droppable " feature of the tank) and the pneumatic helium- operated 
valves . In addition) microswitches were mounted on the valve stems to 
provide a positive indication for each valve position. The microswitches 
were enclosed and purged with low-pressure helium gas to eliminate every 
source of electrical ignition outboard of the engine. The microswitches 
were connected to the indicating lights shown on the control panel . It 
was so arr anged that every valve indicating light had to be "on" for each 
master-switch position to show that all the valves in the system wer e 
either in the correct open or closed position. By this means) a valve 
malfunction could be quickly identified and proper corrective action 
taken . 
Other safety features included a combustible-gas alarm system. The 
layout of this system is shown in figure 12. For this app lication) four 
sampling stations are installed at critical points in the wing : at the 
wing tip) in the gunbay area near the heat exchanger and the fuel regula-
tor) and in the engine compartment. A sample from each station is continu-
ously passed through a sampling valve located in the bomb bay. Each 
sample is then cycled through a gas alarm unit located in the cockpit . 
Critical areas of the wing are also purged with ram air as a fur -
ther precaution . The gun- compartment ram-air-purge door is blocked open . 
Louvres are provided on the wing lower surface and on the pylon skin . 
Also ) the two joints of the liquid line in the wing cavity are hooded and 
connected to an external low-pressure area to create positive flow away 
from these r egions . Actually) many helium- leak inspections of the entire 
system were made both before and after flights) and no leaks have yet 
been f ound in the hydrogen fuel system. 
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All the flight tests have been conducted over Lake Erie. To date, 
five flights have been made. The first two flights were considered only 
partially successful. Although the change was made to complete operation 
on hydrogen, insufficient fuel flow was obtained for satisfactory high-
speed engine operation. On these flights the hydrogen fuel was jetti-
soned, the engine was switched back to JP fuel, and the aircraft was re-
turned to the base. The fuel jettison and return to JP fuel was accom-
plished without incident . Several minor changes were made in the system 
following these flights, after which three completely satisfactory flights 
were made. 
The flights were all conducted at 48,000 to 49,000 feet altitude, 
and the hydrogen portion of each of the last three flights lasted approx-
imately 20 minutes by which time the fuel supply was exhausted. Steady-
state operation was maintained on the first of the successful flights; 
and on the last two flights engine speed was varied by use of the stand-
ard engine throttle. 
The changes in fuel-tank pressure during taxi are presented in fig-
ure 13(a). Tank pressure is plotted against time for the wing-tip tank 
in a stationary position as used in the laboratory and for the aircraft 
fuel tank during the taxi period prior to takeoff. The curve for the 
stationary tank shows that the tank pressure increased very rapidly and 
would reach the maximum tank pressure in about 6 minutes. The pressure 
rise in the tank during taxi was much less rapid; therefore, venting at 
maximum tank pressure would be substantially delayed beyond the no-loss 
time for the stationary tank. This additional no-loss time is realized 
because temperature stratification of the liquid is prevented during 
agitat ion, and thus more of the heat leak into the tank is absorbed into 
the liquid as the pressure rises. The importance of this comparison of 
pressure rise was significant in the flight operations, because the re-
sults of pressure rise for a stationary tank indicated that venting of 
the tank at maximum pressure would be necessary during the taxi period. 
Venting during this time was considered undesirable with regard to safe-
ty. Actually, because of the extension of no-loss time due to agitation, 
venting of the tank was not required until the aircraft reached more than 
10,000 feet altitude. 
Fuel-tank pressure changes during flight are presented in figure 
13(b). In the top curve, altitude is plotted against time beginning with 
takeoff and extending until the aircraft reached cruise altitude of ap-
proximately 50,000 feet. The lower plot shows tank pressure against time 
after takeoff. As the tank pressure increased and approached the maximum 
tank pressure, hydrogen gas was vented by use of the manually operated 
vent valve. As shown by the figure, manual venting of the tank was re-
quired eight times during the climb to cruise altitude. The low points 
of the plot represent the pressure at which the vent valve was arbi-
trarily closed. The area of importance of the tank pressure plot is 
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shown immediately after the first venting of the tank) where) as the tank 
pressure was increasing) the aircraft encountered a moderately ·turbulent 
condition and the tank pressure immediately dropped from approximately 
42 to 37 pounds per square inch. This indicates again the effect of fuel 
agitation on tank pressure. 
The engine speed and the JP fuel flow during the transition period 
in flight from JP-4 to hydrogen fuel and back to JP-4 are shown in figure 
14(a) . The time base begins at the time the tank was pressurized with 
helium) which was the first step in the process of changing from the JP-4 
to hydrogen fuel. A small increase in speed took place when the helium 
purge was introduced in the hydrogen fuel system. This was caused by the 
small amount of JP fuel that was forced from the hydrogen manifold into 
the engine as the helium purge began . Approximately l~ minutes later the 
system was shifted to the split-flow condition where the engine was oper-
ated on JP-4 and hydrogen fuel. At this point the speed dropped slight-
ly as the JP fuel was split between the bypass and the normal engine flow 
system.. After approximately another 1% minutes the engine was switched 
completely to hydrogen fuel by turning off the JP fuel flow to the en-
gine . The engine was then operated for 21 minutes on hydrogen without 
incident) after which the engine was shifted back to JP fuel. 
The engine tailpipe temperature for the same flight during the tran-
sition period from JP fuel to hydrogen fuel is shown in figure 14(b) . At 
no time during the changeover period did the tailpipe temperature increase 
beyond acceptable limits. At one point the tailpipe temperature did in-
crease momentarily beyond the normal operating limit of 6200 C. This oc-
curred with the small increase in speed at the beginning of the helium 
purge. This increase of 300 over the normal tailpipe-temperature limit 
is not of concern) since it lasted such a short time. Actually) the 
tailpipe temperature can increase to 8000 for a momentary period without 
damage to the engine. 
Motion pictures were made of the preflight and inflight activity 
showing preparation of the aircraft for fuel loading, the actual fuel-
loading operations) dismantling of the fuel-transfer equipment before 
taxi and takeoff, the jettisoning of the liquid hydrogen from the tank 
at altitude) and condensation trails produced by the test engine. The 
hydrogen-fueled engine produced a heavy persistent contrail, whereas the 
engine using JP-4 fuel had no contrail. 
In conclusion) operation of the engine on hydrogen fuel during flight 
has been very satisfactory. The aircraft installation was relatively 
straightforward) and little modification of the aircraft structure was 
r equired. This experience indicates that) for the most part) existing 
t ypes of equipment can be used for handling hydrogen in an aircraft sys-
tem. It is important to point out, however, that high standards of 
workmanship must be used to ensure trouble-free handling of liquid 
hydrogen . ., 
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• 
Figure 3 . - Hydrogen tank used on B- 57 a irplane. 
• 
Figure 4. - Dummy tank on B- 57 airplane f or aerodynamic flight tests. 
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Figure 7. - Flange-type low-temperature joint. 
Figure 8. - Heat exchanger mounted on B- 57 wing. 
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.. Figure 9 . - Heat-exchanger airscoop • 
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Figure 10. - Helium st orage t ank for B-57 airpl ane • 
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Figure 11. - Flight control panel f or hydrogen system in B- 57 a irplane. 
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